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Working for… 

Brewers worldwide produce around 1,500 million hectolitres of beer
every year and support an estimated 17 million jobs both directly and
indirectly through the production and sale of beer. 

Beer is a social drink.  When consumed responsibly, it provides pleasure,
brings people together and encourages them to socialise.

Tens of millions of people throughout the world enjoy drinking beer and
do so safely and sensibly.

… responsible consumption

Brewers worldwide promote sensible drinking and are opposed to the
misuse of alcoholic drinks.

Brewers play an important role in raising awareness of the implications
of inappropriate consumption and have a proven record of achievement
in initiatives to combat misuse.

The initiatives described are part of our ongoing work designed to 
combat misuse wherever it occurs.
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Preface

Beer makes a significant and valuable contribution to the 
social, cultural and economic life of nations across the globe. Brewers
play a leading role in and commit significant financial investment to all
the initiatives described in this document either individually as brewers,
by subscribing to trade associations1 and their confederations or by 
funding Social Aspects Organisations2 and their international affiliations.
The majority of the world’s brewers actively participate in many of these
initiatives particularly those run by brewing trade associations. 

This booklet has been put together by the Worldwide Brewing
Alliance, which involves brewing trade associations in the UK, Australia,
Canada, New Zealand the USA and the Brewers of Europe (formerly the
CBMC, whose membership encompasses 17 European brewing trade
associations), and focuses on demonstrating the efforts made by the 
brewing industry to ensure its products are used responsibly.  

The number and diversity of the initiatives listed recognise the
cultural and legal differences in different countries and show the need to
tailor activity to local needs. Another feature of this document is the
range and variety of partnerships with other agencies which are 
described. Partnership provides an extra dimension for brewing industry
initiatives affording them wider expertise, knowledge, scope and 
coverage. The brewing industry seeks out and welcomes such partner-
ships worldwide.

Many of the initiatives described have been running now for
many years. Building on this experience, an increasing number now
incorporate evaluation programmes to measure the effectiveness of their
message.

More than 360 initiatives from 34 different countries are 
described. These have been grouped under 6 main sections. The 
majority, (37 per cent), come under the heading of “Campaigns and
educational material on responsible or moderate consumption”. This
section incorporates initiatives on several different themes but many 
specifically address young people in campaigns which encourage 
responsible consumption and promote awareness of the dangers of
excessive consumption. 

“Campaigns and initiatives designed to discourage people
from drinking and driving” make up another large section, (20 per cent).
Young people are the main target group for whom the messages and
modes of delivery have been specially designed. 

Another 20 per cent is devoted to the area of “Research and
publications”. This includes communications to many different audien-
ces as well as details of funding for independent research.
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Two smaller sections cover the important areas of “Codes of
practice for responsible commercial communications” and “Server 
training”. Voluntary self-regulatory codes and compliance mechanisms
cover different forms of commercial communications and complement
or reinforce the existing national schemes. Education and training for
managers and staff serving alcoholic drinks is important and can help
them prevent problem situations. 

A further section covers two aspects – “Workplace initiatives
and company responsibility campaigns”. Here examples of the many 
different company initiatives are listed to demonstrate the extent of acti-
vity in this area. 

Beer is regularly enjoyed by people the world over and has
been an integral part of society for centuries in many cultures worldwide.
It is a natural, wholesome and thirst quenching drink and, when con-
sumed responsibly, is perfectly compatible with a normal healthy 
lifestyle. Beer is a major benefit to social, cultural and economic life
around the world. Production and consumption patterns and habits 
differ widely from one country or region to another, particularly with
regard to the different types of beers, all of which have their own 
individual characteristics. 

What does not vary is the brewing industry’s’ commitment to
discouraging misuse of its products as shown by the initiatives described.

Janet Witheridge (Editor)
British Beer & Pub Association

Acknowledgements

In producing this overview of brewing industry funded initiatives, The Worldwide Brewing
Alliance has consulted many documents and organisations but would like to mention two
in particular:

- “European Brewing Industry Initiatives to combat misuse” published by the Brewers of
Europe AND

- “Industry Initiatives” compiled by the Centre for Information on Beverage Alcohol (CBA)
and based on its monitoring of industry social responsibility programmes worldwide.

1 Trade Association: Body set up by a sector like the brewing sector to promote and
defend the interests of the sector towards national, international and non-govern-
mental organizations / institutions.

2 Social Aspects Organisation (SAO) – Industry funded organisation which promotes the
responsible consumption of alcoholic beverages through education and communica-
tion programmes, as well as funding of specific measures such as those against drin-
king and driving. Details of the SAOs whose initiatives are described can be found on
page 58.
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This large section incorporates initiatives on several different themes.
Many programmes address young people specifically in particular 
campaigns encouraging responsible consumption and promoting public
awareness about the dangers of excessive consumption. These include
teacher packages for schools, youth club schemes, initiatives to dis-
courage drinking by minors below the legal drinking age, college 
programmes and help for parents wanting to discuss the issues with
their children. There are several programmes designed to provide advice
and information during pregnancy and also a number aimed at re-
creational activities such as boating. In addition there are some details
about collaboration with retailers and some beer specific information.

Australia

Australian Associated Brewers Inc.
�Funding via the Australian Brewers Foundation (ABF) to the Youth

Research centre at the University of Melbourne to produce “Rethinking
Drinking – You’re in control”. This is an education programme for
secondary schools which provides teaching materials involving a harm
minimisation approach to alcohol use. The kit includes workbooks,
videos, guides for teachers and parents and an interactive computer
game. This program is used extensively in Australia’s secondary
schools and is currently being redeveloped for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander schools and students.

Austria

Verband der Brauereien Österreichs
�A media package on the responsible consumption of alcohol and the

dangers of misuse. Distributed to young people in Austria.

Campaigns and educational material 
on the subject of responsible or moderate consumption

� “Jugend und Alkohol in Oberösterreich” (“Youth and Alcohol in Upper
Austria”) A project in co-operation with the Youth Department of the
Province of Upper Austria and the Institute for the Prevention of
Addiction (project leader: Dr Felix Fischer, psychiatrist) to help train
youth workers about youth and alcohol.

� “Jugendarbeit eines Wiener Fußballvereins” (“Youth work of a Vienna
soccer club”). A project in co-operation with Prof. Dr. Lesch – psy-
chiatrist, to train youth trainers at a Vienna soccer club on how to deal
with specific problems (e.g. alcohol related), which the young soccer
players encounter.

Belgium

Belgian Brewers
�www.beerandhealth.com - A unique website that collects all available

scientific information about the effects of beer on health. Visitors may
subscribe free of charge to a monthly newsletter keeping them in-
formed about interesting developments on beer and health and all site

Initiatives of the Brewers and Brewers Trade Associations
Initiatives of Social Aspects Organisations part funded by Brewing Companies
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updates. Anyone with questions about beer and health can consult the
section "Q & A". Beerandhealth.com is mainly directed towards the
public looking for reliable and comprehensible information on the
effects of beer (or alcohol in general) on health. Scientific publications,
usually published in another language and in medical jargon, are
summarized and rewritten in an accessible language by medical doc-
tor and journalist Marleen Finoulst. Dr. Finoulst has been active since
1990 in the professional medical press and in health columns in the
written and audio-visual press. She is also the webmaster of beerand-
health.com. The independent website is financed by the Belgian
Brewers’ association, eager to inform visitors about the health benefits
of a moderate beer consumption, however without neglecting to warn
against the negative consequences of excessive beer drinking. 

� “Beer & Society Information Center (B&SIC)” – was launched in 2001
at the initiative of the "Belgian Brewers" association. The B&SIC aim is
improve better understanding and communication on the positive
aspects of beer and health.

Brazil

Sindicato de Cervezas
� “Beba com responsabilidade”. (Drink responsibly). A campaign laun-

ched in 1999 to educate consumers about the need for moderation
when consuming alcoholic drinks. Includes the publication of leaflets
and information on the website www.sindicerv.com.br.

Canada

Brewers of Canada
�www.brewers.ca Website for the Canadian Brewing Industry which

emphasises responsible drinking. It also includes some general his-
torical information including statistical information as well as samples
of materials, partnership information and news releases. 

� “Your Life Your Choice” developed in co-operation with the University
of New Brunswick, Université de Moncton, Performix and NBTEL. This
is an alcohol education programme aimed at 13 – 14 year old students
and provides materials for use in helping young people develop skills
to deal with the use and misuse of alcohol. The Internet-based re sour-
ce provides sections for the students, their teachers and parents. The
programme, developed in both French and English, is available across
Canada through the Canada government’s SchoolNet site and is part
of the school curriculum in some provinces – www.schoolnet.ca/
alcohol.

� “Being Responsible for Two” in partnership with the College of Family
Physicians of Canada. A program designed to encourage women to
seek the advice of physicians on all matters of nutrition and health
including the consumption of alcoholic drinks during pregnancy.

� “Caring Together – Phase I” – More than 12,000 posters, display cards
and take-away messages about alcohol consumption during preg-
nancy have been used by Native physicians and health care providers
in physicians’ offices serving large Native populations, in band council
offices, community nursing stations and “Native Friendship Centres”
across Canada.

� “Caring Together – Phase II” in partnership with the Native Physicians
Association of Canada. This video and guide program provides an
information tool for care providers to help communities talk about
parental health care and provide culturally affirming health knowledge
to young pregnant women, their partners, family and friends. 

3
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� “Caring Together – Phase III”. This interactive board game developed
in partnership with the Native Physicians Association of Canada, is
designed to help Aboriginal youth deal with everyday life situations.

�Funding for the Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission (AADAC) to
create the Youth Alternative Program. This is designed to talk to 15-17
year olds about alcohol. Its goals include harm minimisation, teen
mentoring and developing positive role models. AADAC developed
resource materials that allow communities to introduce programmes
that they believe will be most effective for their local audience. Ten
communities participated in the past year and AADAC is now carrying
out an evaluation.

� “FAS/FAE Information Service” in partnership with the Canadian Centre
on Substance Abuse, Health Canada and the Association of Canadian
Distillers. This program aims to provide accurate, timely and thorough
information on Foetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) and Foetal Alcohol
Effect (FAE) in a variety of formats to a diverse clientele. 

�The “Motherisk Alcohol and Substance Use Helpline” in partnership
with Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children. This program provides 
toll-free, national access for women, their families and their health-
care providers with answers to questions regarding pregnancy and
breastfeeding including the consumption of alcoholic beverages
during pregnancy.

� “Responsible drinking radio Public Service Announcements (PSA)” in
association with broadcasters in Canada. This series of PSAs is aimed
at parents and young people and concerns drink driving, drinking in
the family, youth and parents. 

�Funding for a Social Norming initiative now being developed by
Student Life Education Company for university and college campuses
across Canada. Five test and five control sites have been selected for
the pilot programme that will run for the next three years.  In brief, the
initiative will attempt to change the expectations of students as they
leave home for university or college, thus lessening perceived social
pressure to drink to excess.

Labatt Breweries
�To promote its Responsible Drinking Program, Labatt produces a 

number of billboard, poster and TV initiatives. Initiatives include: For
Him/For Her/For Us, Homing Device, Show me the way to go home,
Drawing the Line, 19 is the Legal Thinking Age, Wee Reminders, and
Morning After. As well, the Labatt Road Scholarship Program has
included seminars, video and hands-on practice for 19-24 year old 
drivers, with a constant reminder that impairment of any kind can take
away a driver’s one-second advantage.  Fresh Heads is an on-campus
national program conceived and implemented by university students,
with active support from Labatt. The program delivers a relevant 
moderation message to young people at a critical point in their lives,
as they make the transition into adulthood.

� “Speakers Corner”. Responsible use TV campaign. Labatt’s latest
campaign for responsible use targets young adult beer drinkers under
the “Know where to draw the line “ banner.  Using a range of media, 
including web cam booths, this program addresses the issue of binge
drinking and over-consumption among young adults with a serious
message around responsible use.  It has been complemented by
posters, coasters, tent cards and post-cards featuring a wide range of
imagery and images designed to promote responsible use at on-
premise locations across Canada.

Molson
�Molson’s responsible use program is a million dollar national campaign

that promotes the responsible use of, and attitudes towards, alcohol
and drinking. To promote the responsible use message, Molson 
implements a number of programs. Its Don’t drink and drive program
was launched in 1989.

�Molson sponsors a wide range of co-operative programs that promote
public awareness of responsible use and research on traffic safety.

5
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Chile

Compañía Cervecerias Unidas S.A.
� "Educating Within the Family". An educational programme about 

responsible consumption initiated in 1999 and designed to help
parents teach their children about responsible alcohol use. Created
with the help of a committee of physicians and adolescent psycholo-
gists, the program includes free workshops in public schools aimed at
the parents of sixth-grade students, aged 11 to 13. During its first three
years, the initiative has reached nearly 4,000 families in the targeted
areas, and plans are underway to extend it throughout Chile in the
future. This programme fulfils a valuable preventive function by stimu-
lating open and respectful dialogue within the family, the most effec-
tive tool for encouraging healthy habits and avoiding risky behaviour
among adolescents. This initiative also complements the Ministry of
Education's programs oriented toward children and youth.

Costa Rica

Florida Bebidas S.A.
� “Si es con alcohol no es conmigo” (“If it has alcohol, it’s not for me”)

is an educational program for 10th and 11th grade students, which has
been running for three years in public high schools in Costa Rica. A
pilot plan in 40 schools was launched in 2001. It was extended to 100
schools in 2002 and it is currently running in virtually all of the 350+

public high schools in Costa Rica, with full support from the Ministry
of Education. The program is entirely funded by the brewing industry
and the idea is based on the Australian program “Rethinking 
drinking”. It consists of educational guides for teachers and workbooks
for students. It runs through eight 50 minute sessions.

Czech Republic

Czech Beer and Malt Association
� “Czech Beer – Our Beer” is a long term campaign launched in 2000

which aims to inform the public about beer, general matters related to
beer and health and the importance of moderate consumption.

Denmark

Bryggeriforeningen
�Launch of a new web site, which includes messages of moderation

and responsibility, and the marketing code. www.bryggeriforeningen.dk
�A booklet on the alcohol political views, policy statements and recom-

mendations of the Danish brewers´ association, launched on the web
site, and printed in hard copy.

Nordic Brewing Industry
� “Health and Social Benefits of Beer in Moderation”. A seminar held in

April 2001 in Copenhagen. Organised by Bryggeriforeningen,
Denmark, Panimoliitto, Finland, Bryggeri-og mineralvannforeningen,
Norway and Svenska Bryggareföreningen, Sweden. Experts from six
different countries presented the most recent findings of their 
research.

GODA
�“Hvor svært kan det være?” (“How Hard Can it Be”) A small pamphlet

providing information about young people’s introduction to alcohol.
Aimed at 14 – 15 year olds who are beginning to “party”. The pamphlet
focuses on lifestyle choices and facts about alcohol. It draws attention
to the importance of relating to friends and responsibility in general
when going to parties. The pamphlet is distributed free to schools.

�“Spillets regler” (“The Rules of the Game”). A magazine for young
women (16 – 20 year olds) concerning alcohol and lifestyle. The maga-
zine is distributed free to schools and youth clubs.6 7

6

7
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�“Alkohol Gameplay” (“Alcohol Game Play”). A magazine for young
men (16 – 19 year olds) concerning alcohol and lifestyle. It is distri-
buted free to schools and youth clubs.

�“GODAs gaestelaerordning” (“GODA’s Visiting Teacher Scheme”). This
is offered to the 7th and 8th grades in the Danish “Folkeskole”. Young
people aged 19 – 28 are trained to give lessons about sensible alcohol
consumption and how to act responsibly at parties and with friends.

�“Til foraeldre med teenagere” (“For Parents with Teenagers”).
Guidelines for parents concerning their children’s alcohol debut.
Distributed free to schools.

�“Fire haefter til gymnasiebrug” (“Four Booklets for High School
Students”). The booklets discuss psychological, sociological, cultural
and historical aspects of alcohol.

�“Unge, Alkohol og Fester” (“Young, alcohol and parties”). A book, 
written by a journalist, with advice for young people starting to go to
parties. It is aimed at parents, teachers, and people working at youth
clubs and other adults close to adolescents. The book deals with,
among other things, questions on when the adolescents should be
allowed to drink alcohol, what role the school plays and how parents
lay down guidelines and rules for the older children. The writer also
recommends that schools, youth clubs and parents work together on
this issue. It is distributed free to schools.

�Conference on peer-education for alcohol abuse consultants, 
teachers, police officers and politicians.

�Conference on teaching girls about alcohol misuse.
�www.goda.dk - GODA’s website which includes facts about alcohol and

information on sensible alcohol consumption.
�“GODAs forældre korps” / GODAs Parentteam”. Teams of parents have

been trained to take part in parent-teacher meetings focusing on the
lower secondary school. The idea behind being that an “ordinary”
parent functions as moderator in the discussion and debate regarding
young teenagers and the use of alcohol. The Parent scheme will be
offered as a supplement to GODA’s visiting teacher scheme. The group
of parents who take part in this initiative has been recruited from 
regional “Night Owl” teams.

Dominican Republic

Cervecería Nacional Dominicana
� “Disfrute de la Cerveza usando la cabeza”. (“Enjoy a beer but use your

head”). A campaign on responsible consumption in the Dominican
Republic.

El Salvador

La Constancia
� “Conversando Sobre el Alcohol” (“Discussing alcohol”). This is an 

educational program directed to adolescents which was structured to
be developed in schools (eighth to eleventh grades) in El Salvador. It
covers general aspects of alcohol and alcohol consumption. Topics
include the biology of alcohol, effects of alcohol in the body, drinking
and driving, etc. Materials include a student’s book, a teacher’s book,
a teacher’s instructions booklet and questionnaires (for feedback 
purposes). A video is being developed and will be included in the 
program. The program has reached several thousand students and
has received good comments from teachers and parents.

� “Hablando Claro” (“Frankly speaking”). This is an educational program
(in the form of a booklet) for parents. The aim of this program is to edu-
cate parents on how to talk about alcohol with their children (especially
adolescents).

8 9
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Finland

Panimoliitto
� “After Eighteen”. A scholarship program launched by Panimoliitto 

together with Nuorten Akatemia (Youth Academy) to financially support
actions aimed at the prevention or reduction of alcohol consumption
by under 18s. AFTER EIGHTEEN scholarships are a part of the MAHIS
program (see below) and AFTER EIGHTEEN awards have been 
presented each year. In the first year the prizes went to projects which
were conducted by young people in danger of social exclusion. The
second time the awards were aimed at normal young people in junior
high schools, with the goal being to encourage schools and young 
people to work together on projects to prevent underage drinking. The
schools prepared action plans describing their activities on the issue.
Action plans were received from all over Finland. Plans had to include
concrete, action-oriented projects to reduce underage drinking.
Emphasis was placed on getting young people involved in planning
and implementing activities. Taking advantage of outside organizations
was also considered important. The plans were evaluated by a panel
and six action plans received awards in all. 

Nuorten Akatemia (Youth Academy) 
�“MAHIS” - “A Chance is Inside You”. A national program aimed at 

preventing the social exclusion of young people who are in a difficult
life situation. MAHIS financially supports projects carried out by the
young. The goal is to give the young people in danger of marginali-
zation a chance to use their freetime doing interesting and important
projects. Counselling and coaching is provided by trained adults who
also discuss alcohol with them. As a result of MAHIS, 750 projects
have started all around Finland and over 7500 young people have 
participated in the program. Approximately 100 projects receive finan-
cial support yearly.

�“TUTOR”. A programme based on the voluntary work of 2400 trained
tutors. It is targeted towards active children and teenagers who are
informed about alcohol by tutors in association with other activities
(sports, scouting, youth clubs, voluntary work, etc). Youth Academy
provides tutors with training and tools to discuss alcohol consumption
with young people.

France
Entreprise & Prévention

�“Soif de vivre” (“Thirst for Life”). A programme to promote responsi-
bility regarding alcohol consumption and to counter alcohol misuse.
The publicity materials include a CD ROM, educational kits, videos,
posters, comics, etc. In partnership with Sécurité Routière and other
parties involved in prevention or health promotion. 

10 11 12 13
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�“www.soifdevivre.com”: a web site aimed at young people to provide
information about alcohol misuse and prevention programmes; a part
is aimed at professionals, with the opportunity of ordering education
materials.

�“Alcool & Société” (“Alcohol and Society”). Newsletter aimed at 
professionals providing details on the “Soif de vivre” programme. 

Germany

Deutscher Brauer-Bund e.V./Gesellschaft 
für Öffentlichkeitsarbeit der deutschen

Brauwirtschaft e.V. 
� “Auf Ihr Wohl! Maßvoller Biergenuss - köstlich und gesund”. (“To your

health! Moderate beer consumption - refreshing and healthy”.) A 
leaflet about the health advantages of moderate beer consumption. 

DIFA FORUM e.V.
� “Verantwortung von Anfang an – Alkohol in Schwangerschaft und

Stillzeit”, (“Responsibility from Day One - Alcohol Consumption during
Pregnancy and Breast-feeding”). Leaflet aimed at pregnant women
and their partners. Separate actions in co-operation with the health
insurance company AOK/Hessen and “bald” baby equipment.

Ireland

Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Ltd (MEAS)
�“Respect Alcohol, Respect Yourself Campaign”. In April 2003, MEAS,

in conjunction with the Union of Students of Ireland (USI) and the
National Off-Licence Association (NOffLA) launched the “Respect
Alcohol, Respect Yourself” national awareness campaign. This hard-
hitting campaign reached a quarter of a million students in 50 colleges
throughout Ireland, as well as being promoted in NOffLA off-licences
nationwide, and in bars popular with 18-24 year olds.  The campaign
highlights the risks run by young people when they drink excessively
and features eye-catching posters with various wordplays on the dan-
gers of alcohol abuse. Blunt wording warns of accidental injury, short
and long term health problems, violence, anti-social behaviour or
becoming a victim of crime.

�“Information Resource for Parents”. An information booklet for parents
has been developed by professionals for MEAS. The booklet does not
set out to tell parents what they must or must not do but instead 
provides useful information which may help parents to openly discuss
alcohol issues with their children. Although the booklet is primarily
aimed at parents of teenagers, it may also be useful for parents of
younger children and, generally, for all adults concerned with the 
development of children. The booklet sets out to address:

- The facts about young people and alcohol (in Ireland)
- The influence of family and friends
- The influence of school and community
- How parents can help their children to avoid the pitfalls

Italy

Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e l'Alcool
�"National Campaign Young People and Alcohol - Più bevi, meno mi

piaci" (“The more you drink the less I like you”). The campaign inclu-
ded a pilot project carried out in three Italian and three French cities
based on the principle of the Community Action. The "informal influ-
encers" (sport trainers, teachers, policemen, bar tenders, discotheque
managers, religious and secular youth organisation leaders) were all
involved in this wide project of information on responsible alcohol con-
sumption, including the performance of various initiatives. Moreover a
national contest ("To a Friend Who Drinks Too Much I would Say That ...")
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was launched in the Italian high schools in order to select the best slo-
gans for the poster and radio campaign while all the premises taking
part in the campaign showed a sticker with the slogan "Andiamoci
Piano!" (“Let's Take It Easy”).

Educational material includes: 
- A kit for the schools made in three parts: Guidelines for the teachers

to lead the discussion on alcohol related matters; a form for collecting
information on their alcohol consumption; a form where the students
had to complete the sentence "To a friend who drinks too much I
would say that ...".

- Posters with a girl who tells her boyfriend "The more you drink the less
I like you"

- Stickers "Let's take it easy"
�"Campaign Young People and Alcohol in Biella" (Piant'la lì, patalùc! -

Cut it out, numskull!). A local campaign (a north-western Italian area
near Turin) based on the experience of the pilot project of Community
Action. All the so-called "informal influencers" were directly involved in
the organisation of activities addressed to local youth and the contest
for the selection of the slogan took place in all the high schools of the
provincial area. The stickers used for the previous campaign were also
showed in the public premises and the radio launched the best 
slogans selected through the school contest.

Educational material:
- Kit "To a Friend Who Drinks Too Much I Would Say That ..."
- Posters with a group of young people all around a car who address

somebody out of sight with the slogan (in local slang) "Cut it out, 
numskull!"

- Stickers "Let's Take It Easy"

Japan

Asahi Breweries Ltd
� “Keeping on Good Terms with Alcohol: A Guidebook for Responsible

Drinkers”. This booklet designed to educate the public about sensible
drinking and prevent underage drinking informs people about the right
way to drink and demonstrates the importance of moderation. More
than a million copies have been distributed throughout Japan since
the booklet was first produced in 1998.

� “Forward to a brighter day! Junior High School Students say NO to alco-
hol!”. An educational video aimed at preventing underage drinking
produced together with Nikka Whisky Distilling and the Japan Health
and Alcoholic Incorporated Association. The video, which received
approval from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology, targets junior high schools and is distributed free of 
charge to all schools that express an interest. More than 5300 have
been distributed so far.

18 19 2017
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Malta

The Sense Group (TSG)
�“Thunx il-Buffu tar-Rahal” (“Don’t be the clown of the town”). An 

anti-binge drinking campaign run during the Summer “fiesta” season
in Malta which aims to discourage the idea that it is “macho” to get
drunk by promoting the idea that bingeing is puerile and clownish. A
set of cartoons was commissioned for the campaign which appear in
adverts in youth magazines, in cinema films. Radio advertising is used
to reinforce the message during fiesta time.

�Anti-binge drinking media campaign similar to “Thunx il-Buffu 
tar-Rahal” but aimed at night life. This projects bingeing in a negative
light.

�Information for parents. A leaflet and a video aimed at parents. This
gives advice about the best way to tackle alcoholic beverages in the
family context. 

New Zealand

Beer Wine & Spirits Council (BWSCNZ)
�Social Issues: Alcohol – A resource for health education teachers of

Years 12 and 13 students (updated 2002). A teacher development 
programme to educate secondary school students (15-18 year olds) in
an effective manner towards responsible behaviour with alcohol. In 
co-operation with the Christchurch College of Education, Alcohol
Advisory Council and NZ Police Education Service.

�Wellington Youth Council – Financial and organisational support to
develop and distribute nationwide small information cards regarding
alcohol laws for those under 18. Financial and organisational support
for Wellington City Youth Club – Zeal.

� Life Education Trust – Financial and organisational support for this 
nationwide programme, which seeks to assist school children to make
the right decisions on health matters and harm minimisation.  Makes
use of workbooks, brochures, videos, models and puppets.

�BGI (Boys and Girls Institute) – Ongoing financial and organisational
support for initiatives targeting youth and moderate consumption,
including support of Wellington City Youth Club – Zeal, and distribution
of information cards regarding alcohol laws for those under 18.

� Foetal Alcohol Support Trust - Financial and organisational support to
develop a pilot project to educate young people to understand the 
causes of Foetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) and the possible risks of
drinking during pregnancy. It is expected that this pilot project will lead
to a major regional project and eventual nationwide campaign.

Norway

Bryggeri-og mineralvannforeningen
� “Husk dagen derpå” (“Remember the morning after”). A project to

encourage reflection among young people under the age of 18 in
Norway. It includes a youth survey, a youth conference, creative 
competitions in magazines and on the Internet, an attitude drive, an
anti-intoxication school programme, and a programme for parents.
Run in co-operation with the Bergen Clinics Foundation.

Poland

Browary Polskie
� “Alkohol nieletnim dostep wzbroniony” “Granica wieku - Granica

prawa”. (“Alcohol - Underage No Access” “Age limits are legal limits”).
A campaign run on behalf of the Polish Brewers Union and the State
Agency for prevention of alcohol problems targets retailers of alcoholic
drinks and calls on them to respect the law and ask for proof of age.
Materials include promotional and educational point of sale material 
backed up by nationwide media coverage on TV, radio and billboards.
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Portugal

Portuguese Brewers Association
� “www.apcv.pt” Website of the Portuguese Brewing Industry which

emphasises responsible drinking. It also includes information about
worldwide initiatives regarding the fight against alcohol misuse.

� “www.ibesa.pt” Website created by the Portuguese Institute of Drinks
and Health. It is a Beer & Health website containing information on the
health benefits of moderate consumption. The danger of alcohol mis-
use is reported through medical and scientific information.

� “Seja Responsável. Beba com moderação.” (“Be responsible. Drink
with moderation”). This sentence is always included in 100% of beer
advertisements on all media. It is also included in near 100% of all
alcoholic drink advertisements.

� “Benefits of Moderate Beer Consumption”. This booklet, first published
by The Brewers of Europe in 2000, on the positive health contribution
of moderate beer consumption was translated into Portuguese and has
been used in all the awareness campaigns of the Portuguese Brewers
Association during Spring/Summer of 2003.

� “First Portuguese Symposium on Beer & Health”. This scientific confe-
rence on the benefits of moderate beer consumption, held in February
2003 in Lisbon, was organized by the Institute of Drinks and Health
(IBeSA), showing the benefits of moderate beer consumption. The
Conference also addressed the social nature of alcohol misuse and
emphasized the importance of the brewing industry’s responsibility. 

South Africa

Diageo
� “Skills for Life Centres” is developed in co-operation with the South

African Department of Education’s Adult Education and Training
(ABET) Division. It offers a one-stop-shop service providing courses on
literacy, tourism, agricultural productivity, marketing, entrepreneurial
skills and life orientation basics. It aims to bring relief to South Africa’s
unemployed or “forgotten people” by offering courses to enhance their
skills. As well as the centres the programme has been extended to the
broader community via radio broadcast.

SABMiller
�A television campaign, which uses sport to promote responsible drin-

king. This campaign was first shown on South African TV during the
World Cup Soccer tournament.

� Life skills education. Sponsorship for development of life skills educa-
tion in the North West Province and in Gauteng under the leadership
of Dr Andri van der Merwe. This programme which incorporates life
skills into the school curriculum has now been rolled out on a national
basis.

Industry Association 
for Responsible Alcohol Use (ARA) 

� “Prevention and Intervention” are programs designed to reduce alcohol
misuse in communities at risk. They are being run in partnership with
the Foundation for Alcohol Research (FARR) and the South African
National Council for Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (SANCA).

� “Life Skills Education needs for parents”. This life skills education 
package for schools was developed in partnership with the Institute for
Health Training & Development (IHTD) to help prevent alcohol misuse.
The multimedia campaign now focuses on prevention of underage
(under 18) consumption.

� “Horizon Lifestyle Education Project” - a comprehensive lifestyle 
education programme developed by local and international experts for
grades 1 to 12. This programme benefits some one hundred thousand
learners of school going age annually.

�A general responsibility campaign on radio, first developed by
SABMiller, and a targeted radio and print campaign to discourage 
drinking when pregnant. 

�Support and funding for workshops for the development of an African
National Congress Youth League (ANCYL) policy on substance abuse.
These workshops were facilitated by the Institute for Health Training
and Development (IHTD), an organisation the establishment of which
was co-funded by SABMiller. A comprehensive substance abuse 
policy and programmes were adopted by the ANCYL as a result of
these efforts.

� “Sponsored training programme – Western Cape”. In 2002 a training
programme was launched for frontline health practitioners. This 
provides information and resources to encourage the practice of brief
interventions with patients with alcohol related problems.
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South Korea

Korea Alcohol & Liquor Industry Association
�Education programmes to prevent underage drinking. These 

programmes include published information on how to protect young
people and college students from drinking. In association with Oriental
breweries (Interbrew JV).

Spain

Cerveceros de España
� “Un dedo de espuma, dos dedos de frente” (“An inch of foam, a mile of

mind” or “a thick head on your beer but not on your shoulders”). A
social awareness campaign to persuade young people to drink beer in
moderate quantities and enjoy the social moments involved. Known
designers produced the materials before 2003; since then the designs
have been chosen in a contest in which young people participate.
Booklets have been distributed in bars and 650,000 postcards distri-
buted to bars, clubs and universities. The latest part of the campaign
involves a cinema spot showing young, fashionable people drinking in
moderation. Run in co-operation with the Consumers and Users Union
(UCE) and the Spanish Consumers and Users Confederation (CECU).
(Since 2003).

� “Los padres tienen la palabra” (“Parents have the word”). This guide
aims to help parents to show their children how to drink in moderation,
once they are adults. It will also help them to tackle difficult situations
such as excessive consumption. Campaign launched at the end of 2003.

Sweden

Svenska Bryggareföreningen 
� “Arton.nu” (“Eighteen now”). A project dealing with lifestyle and the

general well being of 18 year olds in Sweden. It was designed as a 
contribution towards reducing excessive consumption among young 
people. It is publicised via a website (www.arton.nu). An editorial 
office staffed by young people updates the website on a regular basis
with news stories, reports and reviews.

Taiwan

Taiwan Beverage Alcohol Forum (TBAF)
�The TBAF believes that parents play a vital role in making sure that

young people make responsible choices when they reach legal 
drinking age and that providing accurate information about alcohol
and alcohol education helps to support responsible parents in guiding
young people in the choices they make. A general guide for parents is
available on the website www.tbaf.org.tw for those who would like 
information on talking to their children about alcohol. The guide is also
useful for teachers and others with responsibility for young people.

The Netherlands

Heineken N.V. 
� “www.genot.nu” (“Pleasure now”). An initiative co-funded by

Heineken, spirits producers and the tobacco and gambling industries
and produced by professionals dealing with young people. The aim is
to encourage the responsible consumption of enjoyable products and
let youth find out in a playful way if they consume in a responsible way.
It provides a self-test on the Internet with access to detailed and 
user-friendly information on alcohol, tobacco, drugs and gambling.
Run in cooperation with Public Health organisations.
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STIVA - The Dutch Foundation 
for the Responsible Use of Alcohol

�“Geniet maar drink met mate” (“Enjoy your drink, but be moderate”).
A campaign including a booklet and a leaflet with information about
misuse and responsible use of alcoholic beverages. It is the most 
broadcasted slogan in The Netherlands, i.e. after (or during) more
than 60% of all drink advertisements on TV.

�www.genietmaardrinkmetmate.nl (“Enjoy your Drink, but Be
Moderate”). Website with questions and answers on misuse and 
responsible use of alcoholic beverages.

�“Leefstijl voor Jongeren”. Life style-social skills programme for schools
(young people aged 10-16). A programme of lessons including exer-
cises whereby the pupils are taught how to listen to each other, deal
with their feelings, say no, be assertive and manage conflicts, take
decisions, co-operate with each other, make plans for the future, and
deal with stereotypes and judgements.

�“Drank kopen kent zijn leeftijd” (“Buying alcohol means knowing the
purchase age limits”). Stickers, flyers, free cards and radio commer-
cials and a website www.leeftijdsgrens.nl. An information campaign on
purchase age limits (16 for beer and wine, 18 for spirits).

�“Instructie verantwoord alcoholgebruik” (“instruction responsible con-
sumption”). Co-operation between the sports and the drinks sector to
emphasise that responsible drinking is also very important in sport
canteens.

�“Alcohol policy day for students’ unions”. An annual meeting with 
executive committees of all (34) students’ unions that are members of
National Chamber of Students’ Unions.

�www.stiva.nl The website includes information (also in English) on
sensible drinking, activities, the self-regulatory Advertising Code, 
projects, fact sheets and rules for promotions in the on-trade (horeca-
outlets).

�“Alcohol policy checklist for Students’ Unions”: downloadable from the
STIVA website (in Dutch only). “On the request of the National
Chamber of Students’ Unions STIVA has developed a checklist for the
executive committees of students’ unions. The checklist helps the 
students’ union to assess if everything has been done to assure a 
sensible drinking policy”.

�“Way Out”. An information campaign targeted at high school students
about going out safely and drinking responsibly. Featuring a video to
be shown in class, briefing papers for group discussions, a brochure
for discussions with the parents at home, a newsletter and a website
(www.beke.nl/wayout). A programme developed in co-operation with
among others the Dutch Ministries of Interior and Justice and the hos-
pitality sector.

United Kingdom

The Diageo Foundation
�Funding for an Alcohol and Education Research Council (AERC) 

programme “Respect it”. Also funded by the Clothworkers’ Foundation
and the AERC. This aims to provide a basic entitlement for alcohol
education for pupils aged between 11 and 16 in the UK. It teaches 
respect for alcoholic drinks and sensible drinking patterns and helps
to enable young people to make informed choices about drinking 
alcoholic drinks.
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The Portman Group (TPG) 
�“2f3m4”. A campaign to promote sensible drinking and promote 

awareness about UK units of alcohol (8g). It features a pocket sized
unit calculator designed to explain how sensible drinking advice 
translates into actual drinks. It underlines the UK sensible drinking
message – no more than 2 – 3 drinks a day for females and 3 – 4 for
males. A two metre high version of the “unit calculator” is available for
hire.

�www.portmangroup.org.uk - The website includes information on 
sensible drinking and an interactive “unit calculator” for users to
assess whether they drink sensibly. 

�“Discussing Drinking with your Children”. A recently updated leaflet
aimed at parents of children aged 10 to 16 years.

�“A-Z The Alcohol Education Resource Directory”. A booklet aimed at
teachers who are responsible for introducing alcohol education into
the National Curriculum for pupils aged 8 – 16 years. It contains
information about all types of education resources including books,
videos, websites and drama groups. Distributed free to schools and
available on the website.

�“If You Do Do Drink Don’t Do Drunk”. A campaign to alert young people
to the dangers of binge drinking and drunkenness. The campaign 
targets 18 – 24 year olds and challenges them to think about the 
consequences of getting drunk. The message underlining the 
campaign is that drinking just to get drunk should be as socially un-
acceptable as drink driving. The campaign aims to communicate with
the target audience in the same way that other brands and products
are marketed to them and has used methods such as “guerrilla” pub
theatre performances to surprise drinkers in pubs and bars. Summer
2003 saw the launch of 3 new initiatives as part of the campaign.
“Respect Alcohol, Respect Yourself - 10 top tips on responsible summer
drinking” provides information to young consumers to help them enjoy
themselves on summer without getting into trouble or danger through
drinking too much. The tips are available online and in a pocket sized
guide for young drinkers in bars and venues and at summer events.
The second new initiative is two short films on drunkenness, designed
to be released via email for young people to pass on to each other. The
films are funny, but with a serious message, and are made to show
how embarrassing drunkenness can be. 
Thirdly special posters, some of which talk, appeared in the wash-
rooms of 200 bars and clubs popular with young people emphasising
the message that drinking can be fun, but drinking too much can
cause problems. 
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USA

The Beer Institute
� “BACCHUS” (Boosting Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health

of University Students) and GAMMA (Greeks Advocating Mature
Management of Alcohol) are run in co-operation with the Centres for
Disease Control and Prevention, the National Centre for Social
Norming, the Centre for Substance Abuse Prevention / Colorado
Department of Human Services Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division, the
Colorado Department of Transportation, the Florida Department of
Transportation, the Higher Education Center, the Inter-Association Task
Force on Alcohol and Other Substance Abuse Issues, the National
Organisations for Youth Safety, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, Anheuser-Busch, Coors and Miller. BACCHUS and
GAMMA are an international association of college and university
based peer education programmes focusing on alcohol abuse preven-
tion and other student health and safety issues.

Anheuser-Busch 
� “True or False". A Social Norms campaign in partnership with the

National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
(NASULGC) to educate students about the behaviour of the majority of
students on campus, i.e. most college students drink moderately.

� Funding for “Speakers Bureau” which has a bank of seven unique 
presenters that can be engaged to speak to students and parents
about “peer pressure”, “underage drinking”, “the consequences of
drinking and driving”, and “parent / teen communication”.

� “Family Talk About Drinking” –This offers parents a guidebook and a
video that encourages open and honest communication between
parents and children and helps to prevent underage drinking. The
booklet is available in English, Spanish, Chinese, Korean and
Vietnamese and the video in English and Spanish. www.familytalk-
online.com

� “College Talk”. This is an extension of “Family Talk About Drinking”
and encourages parents to communicate openly and honestly with
their children as they prepare for the independence of college life.
www.collegetalkonline.com

�National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week (NCAAW). Education 
programs for college campuses are promoted annually during the third
week of October. 

�National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA) Choices Programme.
Supported by a grant from the company, this program provides annual
funding to colleges to support campus alcohol-abuse prevention 
programmes.

� “We All Make a Difference” is a campaign to encourage consumers to
drink responsibly and respect everyone from designated drivers to
retail clerks and parents for being part of the team fighting alcohol 
misuse. See www.beeresponsible.com

�Recreational Activities Pamphlets. Safety tips for hunting, water 
activities and winter sports.
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Coors Brewing Company 
� “Responsibility – Our Part and Yours”. A brochure outlining Coors 

commitment to responsibility in every aspect of what it does. It offers
tips to help consumers do their part to be responsible. Coors encou-
rages its consumers to drink responsibly. The brochure is available in
Spanish and English.

�National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week (NCAAW). Education 
programs for college campuses are supported by annually awarding
scholarships for exemplary campus alcohol education programs. 

�Funding provided for “An Apple A Day” - a school based prevention
education curriculum designed to build resiliency in young children
through the use of literacy skills. It is designed for children from 
kindergarten to the fourth grade. 

�Funding provided for “Grow Girl” - a self-esteem building programme
designed to promote resilience in 10 – 12 year old girls. It serves as a
companion to “ An Apple A Day”. 

� “21 Means 21” is an advertising campaign designed to educate young
people under the age of 21 that Coors does not want their business. It
is backed up by point of sale material for retailers to reinforce the
importance of checking for ID.

� “Prevention Partners” work to reduce drunk/drink driving, underage
drinking and alcohol abuse. Partners include national and local 
organisations with similar aims for example, the BACCHUS and
GAMMA Peer Education Network, the National 4-H Council and the
National Safe Boating Council.

Miller Brewing Company
� “Lets Talk” is a guide to help parents begin a dialogue with their 

children, ages 6-11 about alcohol and responsible decision-making.
The guide, available in both English and Spanish, was created in 
cooperation with leading psychologists, family counsellors and law
enforcement officials.

� “Live Responsibly” is a campaign that communicates to legal drinking
age consumers that there are consequences when alcohol beverages
are over-consumed. The campaign has been extended to address
drunk driving through billboard, print, and radio executions, and has
been trailed in “in-flight” segments on domestic flights for Delta and
American Airlines. A video is also available which discusses Miller’s
commitment to encourage responsible consumption of its products
and describes their efforts to play a positive, solutions-oriented role in
helping to reduce drink driving, prevent underage access and promote
responsible decision-making.

� “Campus Resource” is a kit designed to help address alcohol 
consumption issues on college campuses. It contains tools and
resources to aid college administrators and student leaders in the
effort to encourage responsibility, prevent underage access and plan
safe campus events. 

�See also “WE-ID” under “Server Training”. Signage and point-of-sale
materials have been created by Miller Brewing Company and are 
placed throughout retail establishments where alcohol beverages are
sold or served. These signs signal to customers to be prepared to show
valid identification. The WE-ID signage also reassures parents and the
community that Miller is an active partner in preventing underage
access.
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Europe

The Brewers of Europe
� “Benefits of Moderate Beer Consumption”. A booklet, first published in

2000, on the positive health contribution of moderate beer consumption.
Translated into 9 languages. The second edition (2002) includes the
latest scientific research and emphasises the moderation message.

� “Third Beer and Health Symposium”. A Symposium in October 2003
which aimed to provide the European public with an overview of the
current state of knowledge on the health effects, actual and potential,
that can be associated with moderate consumption of alcoholic drinks,
in particular beer.

The Amsterdam Group (TAG)
�“Industry Partnerships to Promote Responsible Drinking”. A video 

produced in 2002 on a range of actions undertaken in Europe to edu-
cate consumers and young people and to encourage moderate and
responsible consumption. These actions have been developed by the
drinks industry together with partners in Government and public
authorities as well as commercial partners (e.g. bars, restaurants and
retailers).

International

International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)
�“Learning about drinking letters” is a collection of letters from alcohol

authorities from around the world which address the subject of dealing
with alcohol consumption with a “coming-of-age” young person in
their charge. It is available as a booklet or on the ICAP website
www.icap.org and is in the process of being translated.

�See the Research and Publications section for "Drinking Patterns and
Their Consequences" (1998). 

�See the Research and Publications section for "Learning About
Drinking" (2001).

�South Africa, Botswana: Life Skills Education. Life skills education is an
approach that seeks to give young people the skills they need to make
healthy decisions about their lives. While many countries in North
America and Europe have implemented this approach, relatively little
has been done in the developing world and even less at the primary
school level. Using principles identified by the World Health
Organization, ICAP developed and implemented a generic life skills
program that was piloted in ten primary schools in South Africa and
Botswana.

�Chile: Early Identification and Lifestyle Counseling for Problem
Drinkers. In 1996, a joint project was initiated between ICAP and the
University of Chile, Thomas Jefferson University, and Farmacias
Ahumada, a major Chilean pharmacy chain. The aim of this Lifestyle
Counseling Project was to train pharmacists in the identification and
screening of problem drinkers and in providing brief intervention 
counseling. In a country in which the local pharmacist is often the
main point of contact with primary health care, this project represents
a novel approach at the community level. The project demonstrates
the effectiveness of public-private partnerships in public health and
can serve as an example for what could also be implemented in other
countries with similar needs. (http://jeffline.tju.edu/CWIS/DEPT/
Pathology/ARC/Alcoholism)
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This section concentrates on campaigns and initiatives designed to dis-
courage people from drinking and driving. The main target group for
whom the message and the method of delivery have been specially 
designed is young people. The media includes videos, web-sites, games
and competitions, press and poster advertising, designated driver 
schemes, taxi partnerships and information for retailers. This section
also includes information for new drivers, awards for road safety 
reporting and drink/drive statistics together with some initiatives 
designed to discourage drinking and boating. 

Austria

Verband der Brauereien Österreichs
� “X-periment”. Educational video about the dangers of drinking and dri-

ving for Austrian young people. Made in co-operation with The
Amsterdam Group.

� “Zero”. Internet game on the Dangers of Drinking and Driving. In 
co-operation with the ÖAMTC (Austrian Automobile and Touring Club).
Launched in October 2001, the game shows, in an entertaining way,
that drinking and driving are not compatible. The game is accessed via
the website of the Verband der Brauereien Österreichs – www.
bierserver.at

Belgium

Arnoldus Group
�“BOB Campaign” is run in co-operation with the Belgian Institute for

Road Safety (IBSR). It is a designated driver campaign in which BOB
is presented as someone who can be relied on to drive other people in
a group home safely after they have been drinking. A BOB is appoin-
ted before a night out and has the task of staying sober and getting
everyone home. TV, radio, billboards and mailings have been used to
publicise the campaign which is aimed at drivers and at cafés and
restaurants. This has been a very successful campaign which was
started in 1995. Between the start and 1998 a 17% reduction in
drink/drive fatalities was recorded. In a recent survey 96% of the
public recognise the concept and 36% have been a BOB. In 2001 the
European Commission announced that it would co-finance a 
Euro-BOB campaign in Belgium, France, Greece, Luxembourg, The
Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland and Spain in a move to share this good
practice across Europe. This co-funding has continued and in 2003 
8 countries (Belgium, France with two campaigns, Portugal, Greece,
Denmark, Spain, United Kingdom, the Netherlands) are participating.

�"Tu roules, tu bois pas. Tu bois, tu roules pas" and “Wie rijdt, drinkt
beter niet. Wie liever drinkt, rijdt niet”. (You drive, you don’t drink. You
drink, you don’t drive”). Leaflets in French and Dutch to facilitate the
discussion between parents and their children on alcohol misuse
including drink/drive.

�"Test de conduite pour jeunes - alcool au volant" and “Rijtest voor jong-
eren - alcohol aan het stuur"; (“Driving test for young people - alcohol
when driving”) a video on youngsters and driving.

Campaigns and educational material 
to deter people from drinking and driving
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Brazil

Sindicato de Cervezas
� “Hoje eu dirijo” and “Bebida e direção não combinam”. (“Today I’m 

driving” and “Drinking and driving don’t mix”. A campaign alerting the
public about the dangers of drinking and driving in Brazil.

Canada

Brewers of Canada
�The Association and the individual brewing companies sponsor radio

and television advertising encouraging people not to drink and drive.
�Campaigns to increase awareness of the existing provincial drink/drive

laws have also been introduced to ensure consumers know the 
consequences.

� “Young drivers of Canada” – a student driver training video for new 
drivers.

�See also the Research and Publications section - funding support for
research on traffic safety by the Traffic Injury Research Foundation.

�Support for the continuing campaigns by the Canada Safety Council to
discourage drink driving.

� “The Ride Smart Programme” in partnership with Bombardier Canada,
Mustang survival, Canadian Power and Sales Squadrons, Marine
Expert, Shell Canada and Visual Engineering. This is a computer-
based training programme for personal watercraft operators.

Labatt Breweries
�Labatt recently formed a partnership with “310-Ride”, a second 

national toll-free number designed to help ensure Canadians who may
be drinking can get home safely. 

�The “Labatt Road Scholarship collision avoidance program” has helped
thousands of young Canadians understand the one-second advantage,
a moment’s warning in times of crisis on Canadian roadways that can
be taken away if the driver is impaired.  

�Sponsorship of numerous regional taxi and transit programs designed
to promote alternatives to driving after drinking.

Molson
�Molson’s Don’t drink and drive program was launched in 1989 as part

of their responsible use program.
�Molson formed a partnership with Taxiguy Inc. in January 1999.

Taxiguy is one more alternative that helps people plan ahead. By 
calling Taxiguy’s toll free number people in need of a ride are able to
get a taxicab in select cities across Canada.

Chile

Compañía Cervecerias Unidas S.A.
� "Be Responsible on Our National Holidays", in cooperation with the

Carabineros, Chile's national police force. The campaign features an
information booklet with recommendations for safe behaviour by 
drivers and pedestrians on national holidays. The brochure includes
traffic accident statistics and their consequences, as well as concrete
examples of responsible alcohol consumption. This booklet is distri-
buted by Carabineros at tollbooths and highway rest stops, as well as
being handed out personally by police officers during preventive 
campaigns, for example at large public celebrations. In addition, to
broaden the reach of this message, CCU also distributes the pamphlet
in the communities surrounding its three breweries, in Santiago,
Antofagasta and Temuco.

Costa Rica

Florida Bebidas S.A.
� “Designated Driver program” launched in Costa Rica in 2000. During

the first two years the plan was implemented through incentives for
participants and service personnel in bars and restaurants. The cam-
paign was re-launched in 2003 with media advertising and the full
support of the Ministry of Transportation.
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Denmark

GODA
�“Stodder Med Stil” (“Hustler with Style”). An ongoing designated 

driver campaign aimed at 18 – 24 year olds in Denmark. A team of
young instructors visits technical schools. Reality drama, discussion
groups, text messages, a competition, and a variety of other materials
are used in the campaign. Publicity materials also include a website
(www.stoddermedstil.dk). It receives financial support from the
European Commission and the Danish Ministry of Transport and also
involves the Danish Road Safety Council and the Danish Police.

�“Eksperimentet” (“The Experiment”). Educational video on drink/drive.
The video shows how you loose the ability to drive after having con-
sumed alcohol. It won a prize for the “best educational video” at an
international contest in New Orleans. Run in association with the
Federation of Danish Motorists, the Danish Road Safety Council, local
authorities and the Ford motor company.

�“Tillykke med kørekortet” (“Congratulations on Getting Your Driving
Licence”). A booklet about alcohol and traffic for people who have just
passed their driving test.

�"Spritsbilister 1974-1994” (“Drink/drivers 1974-1994”). Danish
drink/drive statistics.

�Drinking and driving postcards.

France

Entreprise & Prévention
�Designated driver campaigns in discos: motivation events aimed at young

French drivers, using “inviolable” bracelets, breath tests, key-holders,
posters, free gifts, etc. Partnership with Sécurité Routière.

�Large advertising campaigns on billboards, each summer, to promote the
“designated driver” with the claim “Celui qui conduit, c’est celui qui ne
boit pas” (“The one who drives is the one who does not drink”).

�Motivation campaigns aimed at all disco and pub managers, providing
information about the designated driver promotion, and giving 
opportunity to order prevention tools.

�CD with “designated driver” jingles: given to 11000 disc jockeys in
2003 to be used every night in every disco in France.

�Experimental program in Seine-et-Marne: a large area in Southern
Paris, chosen by Entreprise & Prévention ad Sécurité Routière to test
various methods to promote the designated driver concept. Aimed at
discos, schools and sport clubs during a 3 months period in 2001
(83% decrease in youth mortality) and a 6 months period in 2003.
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Germany

Deutscher Brauer-Bund e.V./Gesellschaft 
für Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 

der deutschen Brauwirtschaft e.V.
� “PLAY OFF – One for four”. A nationwide game for young male 

discotheque visitors, promoting the idea of a designated driver (run in 
discotheques all over Germany 1996-2000). Young male drivers were
approached and convinced of the importance of taking the responsi-
bility for their lives and those of three partners. The drivers received
vouchers for non-alcoholic beverages and had to promise that they
would not consume any alcohol during the night. Complete teams
could win attractive prices such as adventure trips or drivers training.
Results of an independent survey demonstrated that more than 95%
of all the visitors accepted the idea of being a designated driver and
these drivers drank only alcohol-free beer or non-alcoholic drinks
during the night.

� “Sicher autofahren ohne Alkohol” (“Driving Safely Without Alcohol”). A
video produced in cooperation with the German Bitburger brewery to
back up the PLAY OFF campaign.

� “Night Rider – Bring ‘em home, it’s your mission”. This is the follow-up
of PLAY OFF which started in 2001. “Night Rider” is an Internet game
(www.night-rider.org) promoting the idea of the designated driver. The
project aims to be an information source for young adults – and 
especially for young drivers and the main target is to decrease the
number of so-called “leisure time accidents”, meaning the severe,
often fatal, crashes happening on the way back home from a night at
the discothèque or night-club due to the consumption of alcohol.
Night-Rider offers a fairly balanced mix of entertainment and infor-
mation – without dictating to the young people. The main attraction on
this site is the on-line game in which the driver has to stay sober and
drive his friends home. He is motivated by winning the respect of his
friends and proving himself a reliable comrade who his friends can
trust. The games main message is that the driver can make a night of
it any time he wants to unless he is the designated driver. The website
also contains useful information about the laws on drink/drive and a list
of discotheques participating in “PLAY OFF”. The campaign is ac-
companied by media activities.

DIFA FORUM e. V.
�“Don’t drink and drive – Tour”. An information bus touring Germany

with an electronic driving simulator and reaction test equipment. It
uses posters, leaflets, stickers, pins, matches, T-shirts, key holders
and games. Run in partnership with the Ministry of Interior, the Police,
the Deutscher Brauer-Bund, Ford, traffic safety organisations, ADAC
(automobile service organisation) and radio stations.

�“PAFF - Pilotprojekt Alkoholprävention bei Fahrschülern und
Fahranfängern” (“Pilot project on alcohol education with young dri-
vers”). It involves computer tests, breath tests, lectures, questionnai-
res, leaflets, posters and stickers. Run in partnership with the Ministry
of Traffic in Nordrhein Westfalia, the University of Bonn and RWTÜV
(quality management service provider).

�“Don’t drink and drive”. Campaign at parties and in discotheques in
Germany. Aimed at young drivers. Uses posters, leaflets, stickers, 
key-holders, pins, games and caps. A designated driver receives free
non-alcoholic drinks. In co-operation with Ford and Pablik (event
marketing agency).
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�www.don’t-drink-and-drive.de - A website aimed at young people to
complement the “Don’t drink and drive” campaign. It provides a 
contact forum, interactive games, e-postcards, actual alcohol related
traffic statistics and information.

Ireland

Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Ltd (MEAS)
�Designated Driver Campaign. A national “Designated Driver” aware-

ness campaign run during the Christmas 2003 period in Ireland by
MEAS in cooperation with various interest groups. The campaign,
which aims to encourage drinkers to designate a driver when out 
drinking (or alternatively to use public transport and taxis) targets the
public in general but specifically:

- Groups of friends/colleagues who consume alcohol
- The individual consumer of alcohol 
- The licensed alcohol trade (i.e. pubs and bars)
The campaign encourages the:
- Irish public to designate a non-drinking colleague when they are out

for a drink
- Public to use other modes of transport (i.e. public transport and taxis)

when it is not possible for someone to act as a designated driver
- Licensed trade to actively promote the concept to their patrons
- Public to change their attitude to how they get home after a few

drinks/night out, and will
- Contribute to the wider campaign currently being undertaken by other

groups to bring about a reduction in the number of fatalities and 
injuries in Ireland as a result of drinking and driving.        

Italy

Associazione Degli Industriali 
Della Birra E Del Malto (Assobirra)

�The Italian Brewing industry helped to produce a video tape co-
financed by the EU Commission and in co-operation with ADAC, ACI
(Automobil Club Italia) and National Winers’ Association. The video is
targeted at young people in high school and driving school. The 
message is “if you drink, don’t drive”.

Japan

Asahi Breweries Ltd
� “Attention Customers: Drink Moderately, Please”. Information is 

included in the “Mini Manual of Beer” and pamphlets for visitors to
breweries. Visitors who have driven to visitor centres are asked to wear
a special badge to ensure that they are served soft drinks in the tasting
corners and discourage them from drinking and driving.

Malta

The Sense Group (TSG)
�“Who will be the leader tonight”. A designated driver campaign in

which the designated driver is ascribed the status of leadership. This
campaign has received positive acclaim from the Maltese media.

�Campaign against drinking and driving. The campaign uses radio 
messages during the Summer and Christmas seasons, billboards in
the Summer months, press advertisements during the Christmas 
season and car stickers. 

�“Stay Alive”. A campaign appealing to common sense which means
“do not drive if you have had a few drinks”. Run over the Christmas
period.

Mexico

Femsa Cerveza
�Designated driver programme. Femsa Cerveza has sponsored the

Mexican Designated Driver programme since 1995 and runs the 
campaign in cities throughout Mexico.
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New Zealand

The Beer Wine & Spirits Council (BWSCNZ)
� “Students Against Driving Drunk” (SADD) – run in co-operation with the

Alcohol Advisory Council of New Zealand, the Automobile Association
of New Zealand, the New Zealand Police and the Land Transport
Safety Authority. It provides organisational advice, support and funding
for university and school students aged between 15 and 24.  Students
communicate with each other about responsible alcohol use and 
avoidance of drinking and driving.

South Africa

SABMiller
� “Think before you drink, before you drive” is a comprehensive adver-

tising campaign advising on the dangers of drinking and driving over
Easter and the Festive Season in South Africa. The campaign, 
representing an investment over the years of many millions of rand,
uses television, radio, mobile and static billboards, posters, pamphlets
and coasters to promote the message. All the advertisements indicate
SABMiller’s support for the Government’s “Arrive Alive” campaign,
which the company has also funded directly.

Industry Association 
for Responsible Alcohol Use (ARA)

�ARA runs drink/drive campaigns in partnership with the South African
Department of Transport and its members in order to reduce road 
accidents resulting from alcohol abuse.

Spain

Cerveceros de España 
� “Jóvenes, Alcohol y Conducción” (“Young People Alcohol and

Driving”). A video about alcohol and young people, which was 
distributed to 5000 driving schools throughout Spain. It shows the
effects of alcohol on driving. Run in co-operation with ADIGRAM
(Association of Distributors and Industries of Major Beverage Brands)
and RACE (Royal Automobile Club Spain).
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� “La carretera te pide sin” (“Road demands you alcohol free”). National
press campaign run every summer. The message is that drinking and
driving are two activities that are not compatible. Run in co-operation
with the DGT National Traffic Authority; AOP, Spanish Association of Oil
Operators; CNAE. National Federation of Auto Schools; RACE. Royal
Motor Club of Spain; AEC. Spanish Highway Association and ADA
National Breakdown Service Organisation. Drivers help posters ex-
hibited in petrol stations and driving schools, turnkeys, press and out
doors advertisements and free postcards are some of the materials
involved.

�See also Research and Publications - “Young People, Alcohol and
Driving”.

Taiwan

Taiwan Beverage Alcohol Forum (TBAF)
� “Anti Drink/Drive Campaign”. TBAF focuses on combating drink/drive

and it promotes anti drink/drive messages throughout Taiwan. It has
placed 100 advertisements on large billboards at locations throughout
Taiwan, produced posters & taxi stickers in partnership with taxis and runs
joint activities with a local radio station broadcasting in English. Posters
and videos are downloadable from the website www.tbaf.org.tw

� “Let the sober person drive”. A poster campaign carried by 100 Taipei
City buses around Chinese New year to remind drivers and their 
passengers of the dangers of drinking and driving. In partnership with
the Taipei City Government Traffic Department.

The Netherlands

The Dutch Brewers Association 
(Centraal Brouwerij Kantoor (CBK))

�A “BOB” style designated driver campaign is being run by the Dutch
Brewers Association and the Wine & Spirits producers and importers,
in co-operation with the Dutch Safe Traffic Organisation and the
Ministries of Transport and Health. Also being run in other EU
Members States. See Belgium, page 22.

Heineken
� “Neem je verantwoordelijkheid” (“Take your responsibility”). A 

one-page advertisement in the main Dutch newspapers, asking people
not to drink/drive. It is issued three times a year (carnival, exams and
end of year). The message is also conveyed via the back-side of the
Heineken trucks.

STIVA - Dutch Foundation 
for the Responsible Use of Alcohol

�Participation in Platform Alcohol and Traffic (PAV): advisory committee
for the Minister of Traffic. 

�“The Test”. An anti drink/drive video. Subsidised by the EU. An
Amsterdam Group initiative (also covering Germany, Ireland and the
UK) in co-operation with ANWB, the Royal Dutch Automobile Club.
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United Kingdom

British Beer & Pub Association 
� “Wheelwatch Campaign”. This campaign aims to promote the mes-

sage: “Think before you drink before you drive” to pub goers and 
drivers in the UK. Materials include “Good Practice Guides” for pub
companies and licensees and stickers bearing the “Think before you
drink before you drive” logo and message.

� “Drive Safe 2000 Competition”. A competition with the objective of
educating young people about the dangers of drinking and driving.
Students between the ages of 16 and 25 were asked to research the
subject and design a campaign to deter their peers from drinking and
driving. Entries were received from 138 schools and colleges and it is
estimated that at least 20,000 young people are likely to have been
asked to think carefully about this subject. 

�See also under Research and Publications section - “Research into the
factors influencing the behaviour of repeat drink drive offenders”.

Scottish & Newcastle 
� “Who’s your Des?”. Questionnaire to be completed by customers.

When they hand it to bar staff and buy a “Coke”, they can claim a
second “Coke” free. All the questionnaires are entered into a prize
draw to win a one-week holiday for two in Las Vegas.

Northern Ireland Drinks Industry Group (NIDIG)
�Anti drink/drive campaigns. In collaboration with the Northern Ireland

Department of Environment and the Royal Ulster Constabulary.

The Portman Group (TPG) 
�“I’ll be Des”. A designated driver scheme designed to promote the

message always to designate a non-drinking driver when going out for
an evening. It was launched in conjunction with professional football in
1999 and was taken forward by police, road safety officers and health
promotion professionals through a series of regional campaigns spon-
sored by TPG. In 2001 “I’ll be Des” won a Prince Michael International
Road Safety Award. In 2002 the British Beer & Pub Association 
co-funded some of the material and is urging its members to display
the “I’ll be Des” information in all their pubs. The 2003 campaign 
contains many new features which will focus on the run up to
Christmas. Activity is also being planned for World Health Day 2004
which is devoted to road safety. 

USA

The Beer Institute 
� “1-800-TAXICAB”. Brewers offer consumers a national taxi dispatch

service with an easy-to-remember phone number for safe or alternative
transport in the USA.
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� “The Washington Regional Alcohol Program (WRAP)” is run in 
co-operation with DC Department of Public Works, Maryland Highland
Highway Safety Office, Virginia Department of Motor vehicles and
Anheuser-Busch, Coors Brewing and Miller Brewing companies. It was
formed to fight drink/drive, drugged driving and underage drinking in
the Washington metropolitan area and it operates through public 
education, innovative health education programmes and advocacy. It
also includes “SoberRide” the organisation’s free cab ride service for
“would-be” drink drivers. 

�The Beer Institute has been associated with the National Commission
Against Drunk Driving (NCADD) since 1986.  NCADD is a non-profit
organization working to make drink/drive socially unacceptable while
promoting personal responsibility and designated driver and free cab
ride programs.

Anheuser-Busch
� “O’Doul’s Designated Driver” is a programme to promote the use of 

designated drivers at bars, restaurants and home parties. In exchange
for being the designated driver the driver typically receives free or
reduced price food and or soft drinks. (www.designateddriver.com)

� “Alert Cab” is a programme in collaboration with local cab companies,
bars and restaurants which offers the bar and restaurant patrons free
or reduced fare cab rides home.

�Anheuser Busch has been associated with the National Commission
Against Drunk Driving (NCADD) since 1986 and has participated in
their designated driver and free cab ride programs.

� “Safe Driving Platform”. An annual contest for journalists in which a
prize is awarded in recognition of excellence in reporting on traffic
safety issues.

Coors Brewing Company
�Coors participates in “Alcohol, Drunk Driving and You” (ADDY), a pro-

gramme of the National Commission Against Drunk Driving (NCADD)
which was designed to promote safe and responsible driving among
teenagers with a focus on preventing alcohol impaired driving. It inclu-
des an award winning video “Driving Drunk: Your Choice?” which has
helped teenagers and parents to learn about the dangers of underage
drinking and driving.

� “1-800-TAXICAB”. Consumers are offered a national taxi dispatch 
service with an easy-to-remember phone number for safe or alternative
transport. The Coors partnership help promote the service with radio
spots, point-of-sale and packaging materials.

�The “Drive Sober” message was developed to discourage drink/drive.
Consumers are encouraged to drive sober or designate a sober driver
before celebrating. The tag is used on Coors designated driver 
initiatives.
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�Sponsorship of the “National Boating Education Advancement Award”
established by the National Safe Boating Council to recognise new and
innovative  boating education programs.

� “SoberRide”. Coors is a local sponsor of SoberRide, an alternative
transportation program of the National Commission Against Drunk
Driving. Coors sponsorship of SoberRide help keep local roads safe
from impaired drivers during traditionally high-risk holiday periods.  

Heineken USA
� “SAFECALL” promotes the “1-800-TAXICAB” easy-to-remember phone

number for safe or alternative transport (see above). 

Miller Brewing Company 
� “The Keys to Responsibility” is a guide to help retailers, distributors,

community groups and others to promote transportation alternatives
and responsible decision making by legal drinking age consumers.
The guide includes tools needed to develop and implement success-
ful community-based safe ride home and designated driver programs
to help prevent drunk driving. 

� “Tough Laws. Safe Roads.” is a strategic initiative to help collaborative
community-based efforts reduce alcohol-related traffic fatalities by
supporting the passage of tough, comprehensive laws designed to get
chronic drunk drivers off the roads and highways. 

� “Miller Free Rides” – Provides free public transportation on popular
holidays such as St. Patrick’s Day and New Year’s Eve. This com-
munity service helps keep roads safe by encouraging people to 
celebrate responsibly.  Miller teams with public transit companies, law
enforcement and community organizations to provide this program.

International

International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)
�See under Research and Publications for ICAP Report 11: “Blood

Alcohol Concentration Limits Worldwide”.
�Drink-Drive Campaign in Bangalore. This publicity and prevention

campaign, implemented in Bangalore, India in 2002, aims to raise
awareness about existing laws and about the dangers of drinking and
driving.  Partners include the Bangalore Agenda Task Force, the
Bangalore Police, the National Institute of Mental Health and
Neuroscience, the Global Road Safety Partnership and the alcohol
beverage industry.
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This section includes details of voluntary self-regulatory codes and 
compliance mechanisms relating to many different forms of commercial
communications for either beer specifically or for all alcoholic drinks.
These are schemes run by brewers or brewers trade associations to
complement or reinforce the national schemes. They include full self-
regulatory mechanisms for particular aspects of marketing as well as gui-
delines for specific groups such as retailers or sectors such as college
marketing codes, pre-clearance systems and information for consumers.

Australia

Australian Associated Brewers Inc.
�Australia’s brewers are involved with other industry associations in a

number of effective self-regulation schemes. An “Alcohol Beverages
Advertising Code” sets the standard for acceptable advertising, and all
beer advertisements are pre-vetted to ensure compliance with the
Code through the “Alcohol Advertising Pre-vetting Scheme”. There are
also “Guidelines on the Naming, Packaging and Promotion of Alcohol
Beverages”.

Belgium

Arnoldus Group
� “Code of practice and advertising – beer”.  The Arnoldus Group en-

sures strict compliance with a self-policing code covering advertising,
promotion campaigns and incentives for the sale of beer in Belgium.
In accordance with this code, the Arnoldus Group seeks to oppose any
kind of unjustifiable advertising or sales promotion activities. 
Introduced on 1 July 1993, the  Arnoldus Group's code on advertising
has been officially recognised by the Advertising Ethics Committee (the
“Jury d’Ethique Publicitaire”), which is responsible for regulating 
compliance with the code in the case of advertising in the mass media.
Steps were taken in September 1997 and June 2002 to adapt the 
wording of the code to new developments in marketing and sales 
techniques. (See on www.arnoldus.be) 

Brazil

Sindicato de Cervezas
� “Marketing and Publicity Code”.

Canada

Brewers of Canada
�Brewers of Canada support pre-clearance of advertising under codes

developed by the national Canadian Radio-television and 
Telecommunications Commission as well as some of the larger pro-
vinces. The industry pays for review of advertising by Advertising
Standards Canada, an independent organization.

Labatt Breweries
� “Labatt Policy towards advertising and Compliance”. Labatt has pu-

blished its own guidelines for advertising agencies setting out the rules
which advertising for alcoholic drinks must follow. A compliance

Codes of practice 
for responsible commercial communications
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manual entitled “How to sell Beer the Right Way”, published in 2001,
gives very detailed information about the advertising regulations. It is
distributed to all employees, contactors and external agencies as well
as marketing and sales staff. This applies also to Labatt USA.

Czech Republic

Czech Beer and Malt Association
� “Code of Responsible Brewers”. This code forms part of the Czech

“Responsible Brewers Initiative” (see page xxx) and has been 
prepared, conducted and co-funded by the 5 largest breweries in the
Czech Republic – Plzeòsk_ Prazdroj, a.s., Budìjovick_ Budvar, n.p.,
Pra_ské Pivovary, a.s., STAROBRNO, a.s. and Královsk_ pivovar
Kru_ovice, a.s. together with Czech Beer and Malt Association. The
Code sets out the self-regulatory principles in the area of advertising,
sales promotion and promotional campaigns in the Czech beer
industry and contains detailed rules which pay particular attention to
the protection of minors.

Denmark

Bryggeriforeningen
� “Comprehensive common standards for commercial communication for

alcoholic beverages” in association with the National Consumer
Agency, Danish Distillers a.o. A committee for the enforcement of
these rules is established in co-operation with among others the
National Consumer Agency.

France

Brasseurs de France 
� “Code of ethics”. A code recommending French brewers not to pro-

duce and/or sell strong beers (more than 8% of alcohol, in 50 cl 
packaging, sold at a low price).

Entreprise & Prévention
� “Code d’autodiscipline et de déontologie en matière de communication

et de commercialisation des boissons alcoolisées”: a code of practice
providing a common basis for interpretation of the Loi Evin and for self-
regulation of all commercial communications.

Germany

Deutscher Brauer-Bund e.V. 
�Deutscher Brauer-Bund is a member of the Deutscher Werberat

(German Advertising Authority) which published a Voluntary Code for
the advertising of alcoholic beverages signed by all producers and
importers of alcoholic beverages in Germany.

Ireland

The Irish Brewers Association 
�“The beer industry: its responsibility in advertising and promotion”. A

brochure covering codes of conduct for advertising of alcoholic 
beverages in Ireland.

Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Ltd (MEAS)
�“Central Copy Clearance Ireland” (CCCI). A new independent 

pre-publication vetting service for all alcohol-related advertising, called
the Central Copy Clearance Ireland (CCCI) was recently established in
Ireland. This service was established after concerns were raised that
the system that had previously been in place, where consumers, 
companies or public bodies could make a complaint to the Advertising
Standards Authority for Ireland (ASAI) if, in their opinion, an advertise-
ment had breached the ASAI’s ‘Code of Advertising Standards for
Ireland’, was largely a reactive one. CCCI has been created under the
auspices of the Drinks Industry Group Ireland (DIGI), the Association
of Advertisers in Ireland and the Institute of Advertising Practitioners in2 3
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Ireland. While the new body will initially be funded by DIGI, CCCI will
operate independently of DIGI.
Under the new system, no alcohol-related product advertisement will
be published in any media in the Republic of Ireland until it has 
obtained prior clearance from CCCI. This includes advertising booked
from abroad for Republic of Ireland media. All Irish media have agreed
to honour these new arrangements.
Finally, CCCI does not usurp the role of the ASAI’s as the watchdog for
advertising standards in Ireland. ASAI will continue to set standards
and adjudicate on complaints received, including those for alcoholic
drinks advertisements. While every effort is made to ensure that all
advertisements comply with the relevant code, approval by CCCI is not
a guarantee of acceptance by neither an individual media owner nor
an assurance that a complaint will not be made and subsequently
upheld by the ASAI Complaints Committee.

�Review of the self-regulatory code on the Naming, Packaging and
Merchandising of Single Service Alcohol Beverage in the Republic of
Ireland. MEAS has taken responsibility for the administration of the
Drinks Industry self- regulatory code on the Naming, Packaging and
Merchandising of Single Service Alcohol Beverages in the Republic of
Ireland (i.e. the Code). MEAS is in the process of reviewing and 
strengthening the Code, in consultation with the industry and other
appropriate bodies, to make it as rigorous as possible and relevant to
the changing norms and patterns of Irish society.
For more information see www.meas.ie/alcoholgu!ide.html

Italy

Associazione Degli Industriali 
Della Birra E Del Malto (Assobirra)

�Self-regulation code. The beer industry in Italy, through its national
association has adopted a self-regulation code (renewing the one
existing from the 1960s) together with the wine, spirits and cider
industries, representatives of advertising agencies, TV and Radio
Broadcasting. The self-regulation code takes into account the new
Italian law on alcohol and alcohol-related problems. It also, in part,
acknowledges the Council Recommendation on the Drinking of

Alcohol by Children and Adolescents of June 5th 2001, with particular
attention to the implications of alcohol consumption on social, 
physical, psychological and sexual success.

Mexico

Femsa Cerveza
� “The advertising campaigns and their regulation”.  A colour brochure

for the company marketing and sales team and external creative 
agencies which explains the rules on advertising, promotions, spon-
sorship and sanctions in Mexico.

New Zealand

Beer Wine & Spirit Council (BWSCNZ) 
� “Code for Advertising Liquor” – (Reviewed 2003). This code is 

operated in co-operation with the Advertising Standards Authority of
New Zealand, the Association of New Zealand Advertisers, the
Advertising Agencies Association and the Alcohol Advisory Council of
New Zealand. It states that advertisements for alcoholic beverages
must not encourage excessive consumption, imply social or sexual
success, depict underage drinking or show excessive changes of
mood.  Humour may be used but a moderate and responsible attitude
to alcoholic beverages must be portrayed.

� “Liquor Advertising Pre-vetting System” (LAPS) – This is operated in
co-operation with all alcohol producers, retailers, advertising agencies
and the media to ensure that advertising conforms to the Advertising
Code. Since 1994 when this system started, there have been 
significantly fewer complaints about the advertising of alcoholic bever-
ages in New Zealand.

Portugal

APCV-Portuguese Brewers Association
� “Code of self-regulation on all commercial communications” referring to

alcoholic drinks. Adopted on 10th July 2001, the code, signed by the
major Brewers of Portugal and their national association APCV is 
currently being updated.
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Spain

Cerveceros de España 
� “Self-regulation advertising code”. Pioneered in 1995, this Code which

features 4 main subjects: misuse, minors, driving and working has
been updated in co-operation with the Consumers and Users Spanish
Confederation (CECU) in 2003. The New Code includes some further
restrictions, especially to protect minors, such as strict advertising 
limitations for non-alcoholic beer, prohibition of outdoor advertising in
the entrance or exit of schools, the prohibition of advertising and 
sponsorship of motor events and media etc.

Sweden

Svenska Bryggareföreningen
� “Swedish Brewers’ self-regulation system”. Implementation of the

system includes a one-day seminar on general regulations for the 
marketing of alcoholic beverages, labelling of beer and sponsoring.
Participants are brewing company staff, i.e. marketing, sales, spon-
sorship and communication departments as well as the collaborating
advertising agencies. Each seminar includes a review of the legislation
covering marketing, labelling, alcohol, TV and Radio, the interpretation
of the laws and regulations applying, the operation of the self-regula-
tion system regarding the marketing of low-alcohol products, earlier
marketing prohibition cases (from the National Board for Consumer

Policies or the Swedish Market Court), and some practice. For details
consult www.sverigesbryggerier.se under alcohol policies and marketing.

� “Compliance Mechanism”. In co-operation with the National Board for
Consumer Policies, the Scrutinising Board of the Swedish Brewers
operates a compliance mechanism which includes a fining system (up
to 500,000 SKR if a commercial communication is in breach of the
agreement on advertising for low-alcohol products). If the National
Board for Consumer Policies does not agree with the decisions of the
Scrutinising Board, litigations before the District Court (and before the
Market Court in case of appeal) are possible (outside of the scope of
the above-mentioned agreement).

The Netherlands

STIVA  - Dutch Foundation 
for the Responsible Use of Alcohol 

�“The Advertising Code for Alcoholic Beverages” (renewed January
2002). A self-regulation code for advertisers of alcoholic drinks in the
Netherlands. Non-compliance is controlled by the independent
Reclame Code Commissie (Advertising Code Committee) which can
withdraw campaigns, issue public notices on infringement and 
impose sentences up to €45.000. Full information (in English) is 
available under the “Advertising Code” at www.stiva.nl

United Kingdom

British Beer & Pub Association 
� “Point of sale promotion – a Good Practice Guide for Pub Owners and

Licensees”. Guidance to discourage irresponsible promotions in UK
pubs and bars. It includes information on “happy hours and 
discounts”. A review of the Guidelines with a view to strengthening the
advice is planned together with an industry wide campaign to build
awareness of the problem.
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The Portman Group (TPG) 
�“The Portman Group Code of Practice on the Naming, Packaging, and

Promotion of Alcoholic Drinks”. The third edition of this self-regulatory
code came into force in March 2003. The existing code was 
strengthened to cover additional forms of commercial communication.
It seeks to ensure that alcoholic drinks are marketed responsibly to
adult audiences only. An independent panel reviews complaints and a
pre-launch advisory service helps companies to take steps to ensure
that their products meet the requirements of the code. Products found
in breach of the code are withdrawn or amended to comply with the
code. Retailer alerts ensure that products are not stocked by signa-
tories to the code. Since the code was first introduced over 60 
products have been withdrawn from the market.

USA

The Beer Institute 
� “The Beer Institute Advertising and Marketing code” sets out the 

advertising and marketing guidelines subscribed to by its members.
When complaints are received they are directed to the member concer-
ned. The original brewers’ code was established in 1934. The current
Beer Institute code was established in 1992 and revised in 1997.

Anheuser-Busch
� “College Marketing Code” – a distinct marketing code for college 

campuses addressing all marketing issues.

� “International Advertising and Marketing Code” – sets out the 
advertising and marketing guidelines followed by Anheuser-Busch
internationally.

Coors Brewing Company
�The “Coors Advertising Complaint Evaluation” (Coors ACE) is operated

in co-operation with the Council of Better Business Bureaus (BBB) in
America. It provides advanced consumer relations for the handling of
complaints related to Coors’ advertising.

� “Responsibility in Campus Communities: Coors College Marketing
Guidelines”. An eight page booklet beginning with a letter from the
Chairman, Peter Coors, which details the philosophies programmes
and policies of Coors Brewing Company for use by Coors sales and
marketing personnel and Coors distributors when dealing with college
issues.

Miller Brewing Company
� “The Miller Brewing Company Marketing Compliance Program” is a

comprehensive and systematic approach to ensuring that Miller’s
advertising and marketing comports with the letter and spirit of the
many US laws regulating the alcohol industry, the industry’s voluntary,
self-regulatory advertising code, and the companies internal adver-
tising policies, including stringent guidelines for marketing in campus
communities.    

Europe

The Brewers of Europe
� “Responsible Commercial Communications: Guidelines for the Brewing

Industry”, (2003). These guidelines provide practical advice to help
brewing companies and brewing trade associations ensure that 
commercial communications for beer are effectively self-regulated.
The Guidelines feature three main elements for the establishment of

6 7 8
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responsible commercial communications about beer. These are the
application of a code for beer, the implementation of compliance 
principles and a communication strategy to insure that the industry
know what they need to do and the consumer knows how to complain
about irresponsible advertisements.

�See also the “Canadean report” under Research and Publications for
details of all the regulatory systems in 30 European countries.

The Amsterdam Group (TAG) 
�“Standards on Commercial Communications”. These standards provide

a common basis for self-regulation of commercial communications.
They are about to be integrated into national self-regulatory codes
supervised by National Self Regulatory Organizations (SROs). In return
TAG is striving towards improved enforcement of the Common
Standards by recognizing National SROs as the sole enforcement
mechanism locally. Guidelines have been developed to educate 
people working on the development and execution of drinks marketing
campaigns in the application of the Common Standards.

�Announced at a meeting with EU Commissioner David Byrne in
October and at the European Commission’s Working Group on Alcohol
and Health in November 2002, a package of initiatives designed to
strengthen the self-regulatory system and to ensure that the self-
regulatory system effectively covers the whole of Europe by 2005 is
currently being undertaken. It includes a Road Show for all parties
along the supply chain to raise awareness about codes of practice,
consumer campaigns to make the self regulatory system better known,

a monitoring system for national drinks industry commercial com-
munications as well as an effort to achieve higher consistency and
coherence of national codes for drinks and their application and 
enforcement. Copy advice and regular reporting are further elements
of this program that involves all sectors of the drinks industry.

International

International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)
�“Industry Views on Beverage Alcohol Advertising and Marketing, with

Special Reference to Young People”. ICAP was invited by the World
Health Organization to prepare a paper summarizing the ethical 
position of its industry sponsors against targeting under-aged con-
sumers and supporting the promotion of responsible drinking patterns.
This paper served as a background contribution to a WHO technical
meeting in Valencia, Spain and is being published as part of the mono-
graph of that meeting.  The document discusses the lack of sufficient
evidence to support an association between advertising and levels or
patterns of drinking, as well as industry efforts towards self-regulation
and social responsibility. ICAP offers suggestions for possible areas of
partnership with WHO to combat alcohol problems among young 
people.

�“Self-Regulation and Alcohol: A Toolkit for Emerging Markets and the
Developing World.” This “how to” manual gives an overview of self-
regulation including those elements which make up an effective self-
regulatory system for alcohol beverages. Using concrete examples, its
aim is to assist those countries in the developing world and emerging
markets who may be interested in establishing self-regulation for 
alcohol beverages and offers a model code of practice for the marke-
ting and promotion of these products. 

�“Alcohol, Ethics & Society: An International Conference on Rights and
Responsibilities”. Held in October 2002 in Dublin, Ireland, this con-
ference sought to explore the roles of key players in the alcohol 
debate.  The conference was sponsored jointly by the International
Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP) and the National College of Ireland.
It was intended to provide a framework for constructive dialogue and
to explore the rights and responsibilities, shared values and partner-
ship potential among all relevant stakeholders.

�See under Research and Publications for ICAP Reports 9: “Self-
Regulation of Beverage Alcohol Advertising”.
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The most common initiative described in this section is education and trai-
ning for managers and staff serving alcoholic drinks to help them prevent
problem situations. Also under this heading comes training on 
social hygiene and design of premises to minimise the possibility of anti-
social behaviour. Partnerships with local crime and disorder bodies are
also featured as are communications to help reduce problems at sporting
events and at parties which are aimed at both servers and participants.

Australia

Australian Associated Brewers Inc.
� “No Worries”– a responsible Server Training Package focusing on the

early detection and prevention of potentially violent situations in 
licensed premises. Funded via the Australian Brewers Foundation
(ABF) and prepared in co-operation with the Distilled Spirits Industry
Council of Australia Inc. (DSICA,) this package includes a video and an
information booklet covering key points.

Canada

Labatt Breweries
�“Smart Serve” – a responsible server training programme developed to

provide information about safe alcohol service at work and at home by
a coalition of three Canadian associations - the restaurant association,
the Ontario Hotel and Motel Association and the Greater Toronto Hotel
Association. The website www.smartserve.ca offers information and
training programs.  Labatt makes Smart Serve training mandatory for
all of its sales and national office employees, and recommends it to all
outlets serving our products.

Denmark

GODA
� “Sikkert Nattemiljø” (“Have a safe night out”). Educational courses for

personnel working in bars, cafes and nightclubs in Denmark. The 
participants receive thorough information on how to handle risk 
factors. A group of professionals – focusing on both the psychological,
social and judicial aspects – provide hands-on information on how to
handle situations that may occur in nightlife, and information on how
to secure safety at bars, cafes and nightclubs.

El Salvador

La Constancia
� “Seguridad en Carreteras” (“Safety on roads”). This is an industry self

regulation program to avoid selling of beer at the roadside in El
Salvador. In the past beer was sold at the roadside for people going to
the beach.

Server training initiatives
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Ireland

Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Ltd 
(MEAS)

�“Responsible Serving of Alcohol”. The “Responsible Serving of
Alcohol” is a training programme for bar managers/owners and their
staff which aims to provide the knowledge and awareness necessary to
serve alcoholic drinks responsibly in licensed premises in Ireland. It
guides pub owners and bar staff on how to deal with drunkenness,
underage drinking and drinki/drive. The programme includes: a trai-
ning workshop, supporting material and information on good practice.
Each three hour training session is given by specially trained facili-
tators and uses case studies specially developed for the programme.
The programme was developed in partnership with the Health
Promotion Unit of the Department of Health and Children.  In January
2003, MEAS and the Department of Health and Children appointed
the national body responsible for training and development in the Irish
tourism and hospitality industry (CERT) to coordinate delivery of the
programme to hotel and club servers, as well as bar servers, and to
assure the quality of the programme.

�“Responsible Trading in the Community Programme”. Through the
distribution of posters as part of the ‘Respect Alcohol, Respect
Yourself’ initiative (see page 12) MEAS complemented the
‘Responsible Trading in the Community Programme’ being undertaken
by the independent National Off-Licence Association of Ireland

(NoffLA). Programme accreditation is available to the off-licensee who
satisfactorily completes both the knowledge and practical parts of the
programme, the latter involving unscheduled checking of the practice
to routinely request proof of age.

Italy

Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e l'Alcool
�In the framework of the Italian National Campaign on Young People

and Alcohol, (see page 12), meetings were organised with representa-
tives of the local premises and discotheques in order to involve them
actively in the campaign. All the bars and discotheques in the areas of
the campaigns showed the stickers "Let's Take It Easy" and short 
dialogues between young people talking about alcohol-related issues
as well as the slogans of the campaigns were broadcasted within the
regular programmes in the discotheques.

Malta

The Sense Group (TSG)
�“Code of Practice for Bartenders” - guidelines to ensure that alcoholic

beverages are consumed in moderation in Malta. Includes information
on refusing to serve underage drinkers, and those who are drunk or
over the drink drive limit as well as general education about the effect
of alcohol. Undertaken in collaboration with the Maltese Bartenders
Guild and the General Retailers and Traders Union (GRTU).

New Zealand

Beer Wine & Spirits Council (BWSCNZ)
� “Wellington Liquor Liaison Group” – Run in conjunction with Wellington

City Council, District Licensing Agency, Hospitality Association of New
Zealand, New Zealand Police, Hutt Valley Health District Health Board
and Alcohol Advisory Council of New Zealand.  Its purpose is to 
coordinate issues/projects that promote the responsible consumption
of alcohol in Wellington with the aim of contributing to a reduction in
alcohol-related harm in the community.

� “Business Before Five” (BB5) – In conjunction with the Wellington
Liquor Liaison Group, this forum provides information and advice to
businesses involved with the sale of liquor. A new project launched in
2003 is “THINK B4 U BUY UNDER 18s DRINK”.2
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South Africa

Industry Association for Responsible Alcohol Use
(ARA)

�“Server training programme”. A training programme for those in the
retail and hospitality industries including liquor licence holders as well
as those who serve and sell alcoholic drinks in South Africa. This has
been developed in collaboration with the retail sector of the liquor
industry, others in the hospitality industry as well as the licensing
authorities.

�An Industry Code of Practice, developed during 2000, has been adop-
ted widely, particularly in the informal retail trade. The object of the
Code is to develop a change in attitude towards dealing with alcohol
misuse.    

The Netherlands

The Dutch Brewers Association 
(Centraal Brouwerij Kantoor (CBK))

� “Course on Social Hygiene”. Includes books, course certificates and a
video “Choosing Without Loosing”. Aimed at the hotel and catering
industry in the Netherlands.

� “Eerst denken, dan schenken”. (“Think before you serve”) - a training
video for professional servers of alcoholic beverages in the
Netherlands. 15,000 copies have been produced under the authority
of the Dutch Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports, employers organi-
sations and unions associated with the hospitality industry by SVH, the
Dutch Hospitality Education Institute. It is based on the regulations 
stipulated by the Licensing and Catering Act and gives practical advice
on how alcohol consumption can be limited when it is not desired or
consumption is irresponsible. Subjects covered include prevention of
alcohol abuse, refusing drunk guests, admission to the premises, 
refusing sales to underage purchasers, dealing with rounds of drinks,
preventing drink driving and compliance with the law. Translated into
English with help from the CBK prior to presentation at the “Working
for Responsible Consumption” conference organised by the Brewers
of Europe (see page 53).

STIVA – (Dutch Foundation 
for the Responsible Use of Alcohol)

�“Soms moet je nee verkopen” (“Sometimes you have to sell no”).
Instruction for sales personnel by the Dutch retailers and licensed
trade organisations in co-operation with STIVA.  Through a video and
other material the ability of the personnel (cashiers) to refuse to sell to
underage people is enhanced.

United Kingdom

British Beer & Pub Association 
� “Crime and Disorder Partnerships Initiative”. This initiative involves

representatives from member companies, local authorities and the
police in finding local solutions to local issues via the Government
Crime and Disorder Partnerships in England and Wales. Enables 
material to be widely disseminated.
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� “Helping to Reduce Crime and Disorder”. A leaflet explaining the British
Beer & Pub Association Crime and Disorder Partnerships initiative and
citing examples of effective crime reduction measures. This has been
produced in association with The Home Office.

� “Security by Design” – A leaflet giving useful information about ways in
which crime and violence can be reduced by careful design of licen-
sed property. In partnership with the Metropolitan Police.

The British Institute of Innkeeping (BII)
�The BII designs and develops qualifications which underpin the high

standards of social and legal responsibility expected from the regula-
tors of licensed premises in partnership with brewers and pub compa-
nies, local authorities, magistrates, police and other agencies.
Qualifications include National Certificates for Licensees, Barstaff and
Door Supervisors which include relevant knowledge of licensing law
and social responsibilities associated with selling alcohol and mana-
ging conflict. It also provides support for its corporate members, many
of whom are brewers, by providing the qualification framework around
which many base their own bespoke server training programmes. 

Diageo
� “Servewise”. Support training to staff involved in the sale and 

dispense of alcoholic drinks within licensed premises in Scotland.

Scottish and Newcastle Plc 
�Training of pub staff to recognise and deal with alcohol abuse and its

effects.

The Portman Group (TPG)
�“In your Face”. An educational video produced in association with UK

facial surgeons to show the, sometimes-violent, consequences of
excessive drinking. It is accompanied by a guide for teachers on 
possible class exercises and discussion following the video.

�“Proof of age card”. A scheme which provides cards for young people
to use to prove that they are old enough to purchase alcohol on licen-
sed premises in the UK. The applicant, who must be aged at least 18,
submits a completed form along with a photograph and a signed 
statement from a referee who can vouch for their age. All applicants
are thoroughly vetted before the card is issued. The Proof of Age card
is accredited by the British Retail Consortium’s new Proof of Age
Standards Scheme (PASS). The scheme is an umbrella accreditation
system, audited by the Trading Standards Institute. It will ensure that
retailers and licensees know that any card presented to them bearing
the PASS logo has met the PASS standards and contains accurate and
reliable information. This will help them make an informed decision on
whether to allow a purchase. 

�See under Research and Publications “Keeping the Peace”. A publi-
cation of best practice and initiatives for crime reduction on licensed
premises.

USA

The Beer Institute
� “TIPS” (Training for Intervention Procedures) in co-operation with the

National Institute on Alcoholism and alcohol abuse, Anheuser-Busch,
Heineken, Coors Brewing Company, and Miller Brewing Company. A
server training program designed to educate American servers, sellers
and consumers of alcoholic beverages on how to identify and prevent
potential alcohol misuse situations. It provides a common sense6
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approach to serving alcohol responsibly, in any setting, and includes
information about intoxication, drink/drive and underage drinking.
There are three distinct programs: the “On-Premise Program” which is
aimed at bartenders and servers in taverns and restaurants, the “Off-
Premise” Program which is aimed at managers and servers of stores
with an off-licence and the “Concession Program” which is directed at
vendors in non specialist stores or settings such as stadia.

� “WE ID card” in co-operation with the National Beer Wholesaler
Association, Anheuser Busch and Miller Brewing Company. The cards
are available in English, Spanish and Korean and list tips on how to
spot fake IDs. 

� “TEAM” (Techniques for Effective Alcohol Management) in co-
operation with ARAMARK corporation / Campus Services, CBS Inc,
Championship Auto Racing Teams Inc, FOX Sports, Health
Communications Inc, Mothers Against Drunk Driving, the National
Association of Broadcasters, the National Basketball Association, the
National Collegiate Athletic Association, the National Football League,
the National Highway Traffic Safety Association, the national Hockey
League, SMG and TIPS. The TEAM coalition works to provide effective
alcohol service training in public assembly facilities and promote 
responsible alcohol consumption that enhances the entertainment
experience while reducing alcohol-related instances both in facilities
and on surrounding roadways.

Anheuser Busch
� “Good Sport” – A communications, training and management program

designed to promote positive crowd behaviour by encouraging respon-
sibility among spectators at sporting events,  street festivals and other
special events that involve large crowds.

� “Sound Attitude” – a communications, training and fan management
program designed to promote positive crowd behaviour by encou-
raging personal responsibility among spectators at concerts and music
events that involve large crowds in America.

� “Great Party” – host guide with tips for responsible entertaining, and
“Great Service” – bartender and wait staff guide on helping customers
drink responsibly.

� “The Driver License Booklet” - suggests tips for checking the validity of
IDs and provides examples of valid license formats for all 50 United
States, Mexico and the Canadian provinces, and is distributed by
Anheuser Busch to retail establishments. 
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Coors Brewing Company
� “BARS” – Being an Alcohol Responsible Server Program is a secret

shopper program that helps keep servers and sellers of alcoholic
beverages vigilant about checking IDs.   Participating establishments
pay the BARS Program to be monitored by their checkers (aged 
between 21 – 25) who make random visits to their stores to purchase
alcoholic beverages. When the check takes place the server is 
awarded either a green card in congratulation for a positive check or a
red card reminding the server to ask for ID.

Heineken USA
� “TIPS” training (see above) is mandatory for all employees of Heineken

USA. Heineken/TIPS University Grant Program provides funding for
training for three national fraternities as well as Pace University.

� “Operation Teen Proof”. A program in which devices to spot fake id’s
were provided to all establishments with liquor licenses in Westchester
County. In association with Westchester County’s District Attorney.

Miller Brewing Company 
� “Celebrate Responsibly” – is a guide to help those who plan events at

which alcoholic beverages are served. The guide contains many 
elements helpful to planning safe community, business and commer-
cial events. It also provides tips for preventing underage access and
promoting responsible consumption and encouraging use of desig-
nated drivers and other safe ride home programs. 

�Server Training such as Training for Intervention Procedures (TIPS®)
and Certified Alcohol Server Training (CAST®) is provided by Miller
Brewing Company and its distributor partners to retailers, among
others, to help prevent over consumption, underage access and drunk
driving in local communities. 

� “The Driver License Booklet”, which suggests tips for checking the 
validity of IDs and provides examples of valid license formats for all 50
United States, Mexico and the Canadian provinces, is distributed by
Miller to retail establishments as well as to law enforcement agencies
across America.

International

International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)
�A conference organised in co-operation with the International

Association of Chiefs of Police and the International Centre for the
Prevention of Crime to discuss techniques for reducing public violen-
ce especially at public gatherings where alcohol is typically consumed.

�ICAP is talking to several international organisations working in the
issue of violence against women in the family with a view to identifying
meaningful actions for ICAP in this area.

�“Alcohol and Violence in Perspective”. This short paper reviews the
scientific understanding of the relationship between alcohol and 
violence. It offers general comments on the complexity of this 
relationship and also suggests future directions. Two additional 
documents are included with this analysis. First, is the ICAP Sponsors’
Statement on Violence. The second document is a list of ICAP
Sponsors’ Partnerships on the issue of violence.

�See under Research and Publications for ICAP Reports 12: “Violence
and Licensed Premises”. (Illustrated on page 56)
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This section covers two distinct aspects. The first includes initiatives 
designed to help companies educate workforces about responsible con-
sumption and identify and help employees with an alcohol problem.
Brewing companies were some of the first to recognise the potential 
problems of alcohol consumption in the workplace and most companies
have well developed alcohol policies. A few examples are included here.

The second aspect includes examples of some of the many different bre-
wing company alcohol policy and responsibility programmes. Many
multi-national brewing companies are developing guidelines and codes
of conduct to ensure that responsible practices including self-regulation
for commercial communications, respect for the environment and 
research and education reach the same high standard wherever the
company operates while respecting the different cultures. 

Belgium

Interbrew
� “Worldwide workplace initiatives”. Interbrew operates a range of work-

place alcohol policies directed at its employees in its different 
operations around the world. For example in Belgium alcohol is ban-
ned at work and a fund for employees provides support for treatment
for alcohol related problems. Belgium also operates an employee 
program on careful driving. In Canada the Labatt company operates a

“Responsible use Programme” which includes an employee assis-
tance programme for those who suffer from addiction to alcohol and
provides transport for those who choose to drink at work related
events. Interbrew UK is currently reviewing its alcohol policy, which
includes issues such as drink/drive, misconduct or performance 
deficiency associated with the effects of alcohol and a support system
for employees with alcohol problems. The employee policy operated by
Borsodi Sorgyar (Interbrew’s Hungarian operation) prohibits alcohol
consumption during or before work and allows for random testing to
enforce the policy.

� "Global code on commercial communications". In 2003 Interbrew 
established a global code on commercial communications for all its
operations in all markets in which it operates. A roll out and training
program is on going within the company with annual compliance 
carried out as part of the companies internal audit program. 

Czech Republic

Czech Beer and Malt Association
�The “Joint Responsible Brewers Initiative” aims to coordinate and

manage the efforts of the Czech Beer producers and sellers in 
supporting responsible beer consumption and discouraging misuse. It
is supported by the five largest brewers in the Czech Republic and has
four major pillars:- Beer is a natural part of the Czech life style, tradi-
tions and national pride; Beer producers are responsible for informing
consumers according to the current legislation; Informed consumers
are responsible for their own actions; All the activities of brewers par-
ticipating in the Initiative are in compliance with the responsible beer-
drinking project.

Workplace initiatives and
company responsibility campaigns
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Germany

DIFA FORUM e. V. 
�“Alkohol am Arbeitsplatz: Wie sag’ ich es meinem Kollegen” (“Alcohol

in the workplace: What do I say to my Colleague?”). A leaflet 
describing how to detect alcohol dependence and giving details of
appropriate agencies in Germany.

Denmark

Carlsberg
� “www.carlsberg.com” - This website contains a specific section on

alcohol policy and beer & society. Under “Company”, “Society and
Environment” there is a complete section on “Corporate Social
Responsibility” where the company sets out a series of policies to
which all subsidiary companies are expected to adhere. This includes
a Code of Responsible Management which governs behaviour in 
business relations as well as dedicated programmes such as the Beer
Awareness Programme. This acknowledges the fact that extreme and
excessive consumption of beer products may have adverse personal,

social and health consequences. It includes a policy statement,
recommendations and a commitment to fighting misuse together with
the company Code of Marketing Practice.

Ireland

Irish Brewers Association 
� “Employee Assistance Programmes”. A brochure covering addiction

problems at work, absenteeism and accidents, safety, industrial 
relations problems and characteristics and functions of a quality
employee assistance programme in Ireland.

Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Ltd (MEAS)
�“Respect Alcohol, Respect Yourself” Workplace initiative. Promotional

material in relation to the “Respect Alcohol, Respect Yourself” initiative
(see page 12) are distributed to large employers of young people in
Ireland to ensure that this significant cohort of young people, who
might not be familiar with the above initiative, are aware of the risks
associated with excessive alcohol consumption. The promotional
material features eye-catching posters with various wordplays on the
dangers of alcohol abuse.

Japan

Asahi Breweries Ltd
� “Corporate standards for Commercial Communications”. In addition to

following industry standards corporate standards regarding the use of
radio, television, and media for commercials have been produced and
apply to all affiliated companies. This is both to comply with advertising
standards and to encourage more sensible drinking styles and prevent
underage drinking. An “Advertising Expression Checklist” is included
in the annual “Environmental Communication report” and a commit-
tee  meets regularly to review company advertisements.

� “Objective evaluation of societal activities”. The Japan NPO Centre
and Japan Philanthropic Association have been asked to conduct
reviews and gather opinions from a broad range of concerned parties
to evaluate the value of company activities to society. An environmen-
tal and community commitment evaluation system has been deve-
loped and is now used routinely to evaluate activities from the 
perspective of social and cultural value.1 2
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South Africa

SABMiller
� “A Company wide responsibility policy”. Efforts are being made to 

replicate SABMiller’s activities in South Africa in the countries where
the company has invested abroad. The member companies of ICAP
have agreed guidelines for responsibility in emerging markets and
SABMiller has already begun to examine possibilities in the areas of
self-regulation, research and education. A company wide policy has
been agreed and a comprehensive manual has been completed which
will provide SABMiller owned breweries outside of South Africa with
the necessary information to institute responsibility programmes.

The Netherlands

Heineken N.V.
�Heineken launched its global “Cool@Work” programme in 2000. This

programme is designed to teach employees how to deal with alcohol
and work issues. It will be integrated into the commercial and produc-
tion training curriculum and will be part of new employees’ introduc-
tion. As part of the Cool@Work programme a video training and 
role-play tool was developed for commercial employees, such as sales 
representatives. This training tool called “Living the Alcohol Policy”
offers practical training on how to live up to the Heineken alcohol 
policy and how to communicate it in several situations, both internally
and externally. It explains the policy, shows practical examples and
gives tips for handling difficult situations.

� “www.heinekeninternational.com” - This website contains a specific
section entitled “Social Responsibility”. Here the company sets out its
Worldwide Responsibility Management Programme that aims to 
ensure all their operating companies achieve the same high standards.
This includes programmes on health (including an alcohol policy for
employees), safety, environment together with the corporate alcohol
policy. This states the company’s commitment to fulfilling its 
obligations towards society with regard to the responsible use of beer,
notwithstanding the fact that consumers have their own responsibility
in terms of behaviour.

United Kingdom

Coors Brewers Ltd.
� “Coors Alcohol Policy”. This policy sets clear boundaries for employees

of the company regarding alcohol misuse. It expects all employees be
responsible but recognises that the misuse of alcohol can be a medi-
cal problem. The way in which problems are dealt with once identified
is clearly laid down and includes the provision of medical support. This
policy applies to all employees of all Coors owned companies world-
wide. Note: As mentioned on page 44 most brewing companies have
had workplace alcohol policies in place for many years. Coors Policy
has been included as an example of good practice.

Diageo
�Diageo is committed to ensuring that its employees understand the

nature and effects of alcohol and show a responsible attitude to 
drinking. This is clearly set out in the “Group Employee Alcohol Policy”.
In 2002 Diageo was the first global drinks company to sign up to the
United Nations Global Compact as a public commitment to leadership
in social responsibility. The Global compact calls on companies to
embrace nine universal principles in the areas of human rights, labour
standards and the environment.

�Diageo’s “Code of marketing practice” was developed to give guidance
to all those involved in marketing its brands. The code was updated in
2003 following extensive review to give brand teams clear guidance on
Diageo’s standards for responsible marketing.  The code is backed up
by a compliance code which sets out the importance of complying with
the marketing code.

� “Alcohol education”. In addition to its membership of many Social
Aspects Organisations worldwide Diageo also funds its own alcohol
education initiatives through the “Diageo Foundation” and some of
these are described in the relevant section of this booklet. Access to
all Diageo’s initiatives and policy documents can be found on their
website www.diageo.com via “Proud of what we do” and “corporate
citizenship”.
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USA

Anheuser Busch Inc.
�Anheuser Bush has been in the forefront of alcohol awareness and

education initiatives since the early 1900s and they were the first in the
alcohol beverage industry to bring responsible drinking messages to
advertising. Many of their initiatives aimed at helping prevent alcohol
abuse, especially drink/drive and underage drinking are included in
the relevant sections of this booklet and more information can be
obtained from a special website www.beeresponsible.com. Their com-
pany values include - creating a safe, productive and rewarding work
environment, - promoting the responsible consumption of their 
products and - preserving and protecting the environment and sup-
porting communities where they do business.

� “Advertising and Marketing Codes”. Anheuser Busch is committed to
the voluntary advertising and marketing guidelines subscribed to by
members of the Beer Institute and in common with other American
companies has its own College Marketing Code see page 36.
Additionally it has an International Advertising and Marketing Code
which covers its worldwide operations this is made available to all 
brewery employees, wholesale distributors and outside agencies with
responsibility for advertising and marketing beer.

Coors Brewing Company 
� “Personnel Policy” and “ Employee Alcohol Consumption Responsibility

Guidelines”. “The Personnel  Policy” sets out the company position
with regard to consumption of alcoholic drinks by company employees
above the legal drinking age. Responsible and moderate consumption
is promoted at all times. Modest consumption is allowed on company
premises within very strict guidelines. The “Employee Alcohol
Consumption Responsibility Guidelines” apply to all employees when
acting on behalf of the company. They include sections on employee
responsibility, use of designated drivers, responsible hosting and care
of co-workers and prohibit intoxication while at work.

�See also “Responsibility – Our Part and Yours” A brochure outlining
Coors commitment to responsibility in every aspect of what it does. in
“Campaigns and educational material on the subject of responsible or
moderate consumption.

International

International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)
�See under Research and Publications for ICAP Reports 13: “Alcohol

and the Workplace”.
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Two distinct areas are covered in this section. Research, which includes
research undertaken by brewers’ trade associations or Social Aspects
Organisations (SAOs) which is usually in the form of market research,
directories of information and funding for research into biomedical and
psychosocial issues performed by research institutes. Publications inclu-
de reports of the research carried out, regular reviews of published 
research, newsletters and policy documents. Also included in this sec-
tion are lectures, seminars and conferences.

Australia

Australian Associated Brewers Inc.
�THE AUSTRALIAN BREWERS’ FOUNDATION (ABF). The ABF funds alcohol-

related medical and education research and develops programs.
Annual medical research grants are determined by the Australian
Associated Brewers’ Medical Research Advisory Committee, an inde-
pendent panel of eminent medical scientists who consider applications
from alcohol researchers under National Health & Medical Research
Council principles. This annual medical research grant scheme has
been going for 25 years, and covers topics such as the biological basis
of craving and appetite, genetics, aboriginal health and epidemiology.

Austria

Verband der Brauereien Österreichs 
� “Weissbuch Bier” (“White Paper on Beer”). A comprehensive dossier

on all beer-related aspects. Distributed to opinion leaders, politicians in
Austria.

Canada

Brewers of Canada
�Funding for the Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research Foundation

(ABMRF) in partnership with the Beer Institute to provide grants for
independent scientific research into the biomedical and social/
behavioural impact of alcohol consumption. In 2001, ABMRF funding
provided for 16 new grant projects and 24 continuation grants for 
researchers.  These grants were awarded to thirty separate institutions;
primarily universities, medical schools and hospitals in Canada and
the United States.  Additionally 70 publications were produced. 

�Motherisk’s FACE (Fetal Alcohol Canadian Expertise). The Brewers of
Canada supports the Motherisk Program established by Toronto’s
Hospital for Sick Children. Motherisk provides counselling, research
and education making it the largest program of its kind in the world.
Calls to its helplines drive Motherisk research.  Sharing knowledge is a
priority of the program in diagnosing fetal alcohol spectrum disorder.
The Brewers of Canada funds an annual roundtable of FACE (Fetal
Alcohol Canadian Expertise – a Motherisk research group) to discuss
their latest research findings on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and related
disorders.

�The Brewers of Canada financially supports the work of the Traffic
Injury Research Foundation (TIRF), an Ottawa-based organization with
an international reputation in research, evaluation and policy develop-
ment in many areas: from driver licensing and improvement to 
motorcycle safety, from driver education and training to assessment
and treatment of impaired driving offenders, from elderly road users to
bicycle safety. It has received international acclaim and awards for

Research and publications
in the last six years
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work in the area of young and novice drivers as well as alcohol, drugs
and traffic safety. TIRF is a charitable, independent road safety 
institute, devoted to reducing traffic related deaths and injuries. It 
performs original research into the causes of road crashes and deve-
lops and promotes effective prevention programs and policies.

Denmark

GODA
�“Ny Forskning om Alkohol”. Danish version of The Portman Group

Quarterly Review. Provides summaries of the most recent scientific
research on alcohol.

�“SMAB” (Scandinavian Medical Alcohol Board). Three symposiums in
Scandinavia on scientific research regarding health and alcohol,
women and alcohol and health and culture in the next Millennium.

El Salvador

La Constancia
� “Alcohol y Sociedad” - This is an annual seminar for public leaders

from diverse sectors in El Salvador to report recent scientific findings
on alcohol related issues.

Finland

Nuorten Akatemia (Youth Academy) 
�A report concerning the effects of the Finish MAHIS program on young

people (e.g. alcohol use) during 1998-2000.

France

Brasseurs de France
�Support for “Centre d’Information Scientifique sur la Bière” (CISB).

CISB provides grants to fund research projects in the field of beer and
health which are selected by an independent committee of scientists.
A Website www.cisb-infos.net. and biannual newsletter service is 
provided for scientists and doctors giving scientific data on the health
effects of moderate consumption of beer (coronary heart disease, 
obesity, folate etc.).

IREB – Institut de Recherches 
Scientifiques sur les Boissons 

�Research on alcohol consumption. Available on the web (www.ireb.
com).

Germany

Deutscher Brauer-Bund e.V./Gesellschaft 
für Öffentlichkeitsarbeit der deutschen

Brauwirtschaft e.V.
� “Scientific symposium”. Together with German road safety organi-

sations, the Police and Ministries a symposium was held on the 
subject of risk-competence especially with regard to young people.

DIFA FORUM e. V.
�“Internet media service”– A website (www.themenservice-alkohol.de)

provides a database of articles about research on alcohol as well as
press releases. People needing regular information about alcohol can
sign up to a list server.

�“Vierteljahresschrift Alkoholforschung”. German version of the The
Portman Group Quarterly Review. Provides details of the most recent
scientific research on alcohol to contribute to ongoing discussions on
the subject.

Ireland

Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Ltd 
(MEAS)

�Message Development Research. Research, commissioned by MEAS,
with the support of The Amsterdam Group (TAG), to identify the appro-
priate messages, media, and credible sources to communicate effec-
tively with minors on the issue of alcohol. This research is a follow up
to the study undertaken by Wirthlin Europe in 2002 (on TAG’s behalf)
which recommended the undertaking of a pilot educational campaign
for young people in one European country. The research has two parts: 

- Initial focus group discussions with young people to test the most
appropriate message to address underage drinking, and the most
appropriate vehicles of delivery of these messages.
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- The implementation of some aspects of the campaign to allow an 
evaluation of such an approach. 

�“Alcohol Issues – A Partnership Approach” An International conference
to promote ‘Strategic Partnership’ hosted by MEAS was held in Dublin
on 1 October, 2003. The Conference aims were to:

- Promote an awareness of public order and alcohol issues and of some
partnership initiatives undertaken in Ireland and the United Kingdom
to address these issues

- Promote an awareness of the social norms approach and its impact in
the United States on alcohol use and related problems

- Encourage informed debate on the issue of alcohol and public order
- Promote best practice and strategic partnership approaches which

reduce public order offences
- Identify key areas for further debate, analysis and policy development

Attendees included personnel drawn from both Governmental and non
Governmental organisations who have policy or management positions
concerned with alcohol and public order and personnel with front line
responsibility for service provision to the public. A broad range of 
sectors were represented, including An Garda Siochána, environmen-
tal planning and transport service providers, the hospitality industry,
healthcare, education, criminal justice, youth and comm.

Italy

Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e l’Alcool
�Book n. 11: "Italians and Alcohol: Consumption, Trends and Attitudes",

(1998). The 3rd DOXA nation-wide survey on the Italian population
from 15 years on, including a comparison with the results of the two
previous surveys (1991 and 1994), giving a picture of the Italians' 
consumption and lifestyle as well as their trend in the last years. 

�Book n. 12: "Alcohol and Young People: Youth Narratives", (1999). The
relation with alcohol seen and told by the young: search for adventure,
for experiencing even to transgression, the peer group as a spur or a
limitation, awareness and sense of the limit, the terms of the dialogue
with the adults. 

�Book n. 13: “Monitoring Risk in Young People - Young People and Risk
in Italy and Europe”, (2000). A study on young people in Europe to
analyse the concept of risk, risk evaluation, risk behaviour pheno-
menology, risk management and alcohol related behaviour.
Information on how to improve adequate risk management. In 
partnership with the Università La Sapienza (Italy), Université de
Rennes (France), Panteion University (Greece), the Royal Edinburgh
Hospital (UK), Socidrogalcohol (Spain) and IFT (Institute for Therapy
Research) (Germany). 

�Book n. 14: “Italians and Alcohol. Consumption, Trends and Attitudes in
Italy and in the Regions", (2002), 4th nation-wide Doxa survey on
Italians and Alcohol. Regional data included for the first time. The
comparison with the previous three surveys allows the analysis of the
trends in the last 10 years. 

�Book n. 15: “Italians and Alcohol: Ten Years of the Osservatorio”,
(2002). Records of the international conference "Italians and Alcohol:
Social Behaviours and Public Policies" held on 23rd November 2001.
Includes a discussion on ten years of activity at the Osservatorio, an
analysis of the socio-anthropological aspects of the alcohol pheno-
mena and of the future approach to prevention. 

2 3
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Japan

Asahi Breweries Ltd
� "Drinking Occasions" Translation. In conjunction with the International

Center for Alcohol Policies, Asahi Breweries commissioned a translation
of the book "Drinking Occasions" into Japanese. (See page 57)

New Zealand

Beer Wine & Spirits Council (BWSCNZ)
� “Alcohol and Health: Important Facts” – A fact sheet focusing on the

benefits of moderate drinking for health.  Such benefits include relief
of stress and tension and the enjoyment of socialising with family and
friends, as well as reduced risk of coronary heart disease, strokes, 
diabetes (type 2), gallstones and peripheral arterial disease. There is
some discussion on risks to health, such as an association of alcohol
with breast cancer, drinking and pregnancy, and alcohol misuse.

� “Quarterly Update” – (Industry newsletter) and six-monthly “Facts and
Figures” publication aimed at Members of Parliament, Government
Agencies, Members of the Council and the general public in New
Zealand. Available in hard copy and via the website.

� “Positive Action – Policy Document” – Brochure describing the work of
the BWSCNZ.  Activities fall within the broad areas:  government 
relations, partnerships in the community, health and well-being, and
marketing and promotions.

South Korea

Oriental Breweries (Interbrew JV)
� “Korea Alcohol & Liquor Industry Association”. Korean Drinking Culture

and Alcohol Research (KODCAR) supported by Interbrew Korea to
carry out research into alcohol-related problems including drink/drive
and the health effects of heavy drinking.

South Africa

SABMiller
�Sponsorship for the work of South African National Council on

Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, both on national and regional
levels, and, at the request of Dr Solomon Rataemane, the provision of
seed capital for the establishment of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Prevention, Rehabilitation and Research Centre in Bloemfontein.

Industry Association for Responsible Alcohol Use
(ARA)

�Epidemiological studies on foetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) in partners-
hip with the Foundation for Alcohol Related Research (FARR), NIAAA,
CDC, University of New Mexico, the South African Institute for Medical
Research (SAIMR), the University of Cape Town (UCT) Medical
School, the University of Witwatersrand (Wits) Medical School and the
National and Provincial Departments of Health.

�Funding for The Foundation for Alcohol Related Research (FARR). This
has helped to encourage research in this important area.

�“Capacity building – post graduate research fellowship on issues rela-
ted to alcohol misuse” in co-operation with the Foundation for Alcohol
Related Research (FARR), the University of Cape Town (UCT) Medical
School, the University of Witwatersrand (Wits) Medical School and the
University of California – San Diego (UCSD).

Spain

Cerveceros de España
� “Young people and Alcohol”. An opinion survey amongst 1400 young

Spaniards to research their habits regarding alcohol consumption
during the week and at weekends so to improve awareness 
campaigns. Two Editions: 2000 and 2003.4 5
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� “Alcohol, Jóvenes y Conducción”, (“Young People, Alcohol and
Driving”). An independent study of 4000 young Spaniards. Questions
were asked about their consumption habits and their capacity to drive
during weekend nights. University Carlos III Madrid conducted the
research.

The Netherlands

SAR – Foundation for Alcohol Research
The foundation consists of The Dutch Brewers Association (Centraal
Brouwerij Kantoor (CBK)), and the spirits and wine organisations. The
foundation cooperates with TNO Nutrition and Food Research. TNO runs
three main projects:
�“Alcohol Documentation and Research Centre”. The Centre provides

up-to-date and easily accessible scientific information on the health
effects of moderate alcohol consumption. www.voeding.tno.nl/
adc-database

�“Alcohol Research Centre”. The Centre generates scientific data on the
mechanisms underlying the beneficial effects of moderate alcohol con-
sumption on coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes mellitus, osteo-
porosis etc. 

�“Alcohol Research”. This abstract journal provides abstracts for the
most recent scientific publications on alcohol. www.voeding.tno.nl
/alcohol-research

�TNO Symposium. In co-operation with SAR, TNO organises a sympo-
sium once a year on the scientific results of the effects of moderate
consumption of alcohol.

STIVA  - Dutch Foundation 
for the Responsible Use of Alcohol

�“Externalities of Alcohol Consumption”, (1997). Survey of the costs
and benefits of alcohol use for third parties. Undertaken by the
Netherlands Economic Institute (NEI).

�“Alcohol Use – a Clear Vision”, (1998). Research into alcohol 
consumption to assess whether there is a standard yardstick.
Undertaken by the Netherlands Economic Institute (NEI).

United Kingdom

British Beer & Pub Association 
� “Research into the factors influencing the behaviour of repeat

drink/drive offenders”. The results of the research undertaken in 2000
show several “hot buttons” which may be able to be used to deter this
group from repeat offending. It was carried out in collaboration with the
Department for Transport and the Drivers Vehicle Licensing Authority
by Market Research Solutions Ltd. 

�“Research funding”. Funds have been invested to provide grants to
fund research projects in the field of alcohol research. These are admi-
nistered by the Institute of Brewing Grants Committee. The provision
includes £60,000 per annum for the British Beer & Pub Association
contribution to the European Research Advisory Board see page 53.

The Portman Group (TPG) 
�“Keeping the Peace”. A publication of best practice and initiatives for

crime reduction on licensed premises. (lllustrated on page 41)
�“Alcohol and Society”. A research study carried out in 2001 by MORI

for TPG to gauge the current state of public opinion on a variety of
alcohol-related issues including drinking behaviour, perceptions of the
drinks industry, drinking and young people and drinking legislation
and controls. The key message is that British people like a drink but
do not like drunks. The survey shows that the public is particularly
concerned about underage alcohol misuse and drunken violence and
disorder.
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�“The Quarterly Review of Alcohol Research”. These quarterly reviews
provide regular details of the most recent scientific research on 
alcohol and contribute to ongoing discussions on the subject.

�“Counting the Cost: The Measurement and Recording of Alcohol-Related
Violence and Disorder” (2002) a report of research conducted by the
Social Issues Research Centre (SIRC) for the Portman Group. This
research found that current data recording practices in the UK were
inadequate to enable the nature and scale of alcohol-related violence
to be assessed accurately and there was confusion surrounding the
definitions of “alcohol-related”. The report was published in January
2002, and contained recommendations aimed at achieving greater
accuracy and consistency in the future recording of such data.

Europe

The Brewers of Europe
� “Estimating the Social Costs of Alcohol”. A brochure summarising the

Netherlands Economic Institute (NEI) “public expenditure plus”
methodology. This provides a common and comparable basis for 
calculating those costs that in economic terms are “external” to the
purchase of alcoholic drinks.

� “European Brewing Industry Initiatives to Combat Misuse”. A brochure
giving details of many initiatives funded by the European brewing
industry.

� “Working for Responsible Consumption”. A conference held in Spring
2002, showing the work of the industry and the Social Aspects
Organisations with respect to the promotion of responsible consump-
tion. The conference looked at the nature of misuse and concluded
that more research is needed. It looked at the role of advertising and
demonstrated that while it primarily builds brands there was a need for
responsible advertising with enforcement of self-regulatory codes.
Examples of campaigns and education material to get at people 
before they would become a problem were presented together with 
initiatives at retail level. A full report is available on the website
www.brewersofeurope.org

�The “Canadean Report on the Responsible Marketing of Alcoholic
Drinks”. A report published in 2002, detailing the results of a review
into the regulatory environment for marketing alcoholic beverages
within 29 European countries including those who have applied for EU
membership. It also includes background information on consumption
levels and retail controls to give an overall picture of the different 
environments in which the marketing regulations operate. The report
is a useful data base for the industry, a practical reference tool in the
context of the stakeholders dialogue and a basis for extending best
practice. It is considered by the European Commission as a very valid
information tool. It is available on the Brewers of Europe website
www.brewersofeurope.org. (Illustrated on page 37)

�The European Research Advisory Board (ERAB). The Brewers of Europe
have set up a new foundation to provide the scientific community, the
decision makers and the stakeholders with a better understanding of
the effects of beer and alcohol consumption on the behaviour and
health of individuals, and to provide the scientific basis for the pre-
vention of alcohol misuse. The independent European Research
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Advisory Board is chaired by Professor Oliver James (UK). In May
2003, the ERAB launched its first invitation for applications for funding
of any aspect of biomedical or psychosocial research into beer or 
alcohol from researchers from an established European research insti-
tution or university. In addition to deciding the key areas needing 
further European projects and advertising the availability of grants, the
task of the Advisory Board is to ensure that applications are indepen-
dently externally peer reviewed, to award the grants to the academic
institution of the grantee, and to encourage the grantee to publish in
peer-reviewed journals.

The Amsterdam Group (TAG)
�“Heath Issues Related to Alcohol Consumption”. First edition 1993,

executive editor P. M. Verschuren, International Life Sciences Institute
(ILSI) Europe. Topics covered include alcohol intake and its relation to
hypertension, stroke, coronary heart disease, cancers of the digestive
tract and larynx, liver disease, breast cancer, pregnancy and obesity.
Second edition 1999, editor I. Macdonald, ILSI Europe. Additional
topics covered include the concept of moderate drinking, assessment
of alcohol consumption, alcohol and bone and alcohol and the central
nervous system.

�“Alcohol use and domestic aggression”, (1998). This publication was
made possible through research of 5 professors from the University of
Amsterdam. It includes an analysis of the effects of alcohol on human
behaviour, a summary of individual differences in genetics, environ-
mental and cognitive aspects, details of the various risk factors for
domestic aggression, prevention and intervention and an analysis of
the direction of future research.

�“Overview of the Health Issues related to Alcohol”. Executive summary
of the book: “Health Issues Related to Alcohol Consumption”, 2nd

edition 1999, I. Macdonald, ILSI Europe.
�“Alcoholic Beverages and European Society”. The Amsterdam Group

Report 2001. The second detailed review of the role of alcoholic bever-
ages in European Society. Available on www.amsterdamgroup.org.

�“Forum for Responsible Drinking”. A conference in 2003 at which 
concrete actions to reduce alcohol misuse undertaken by Social
Aspects organisations (SAOs) and stakeholders involved in the 
production and distribution of alcoholic beverages were presented.
These included education and information campaigns to promote 
sensible drinking and industry initiatives to ensure that advertising and
marketing of alcoholic beverages is responsible.

International
� “International Medical Advisory Group (IMAG) Conferences”. Annual

closed conferences hosted by the Australian Associated Brewers, the
British Beer & Pub Association, and the Alcoholic Beverage Medical
Research Foundation (ABMRF) in association with the Brewers of
Canada and the Beer Institute. These conferences, which started more
than 30 years ago, bring together the medical advisory groups for the
brewing industry in Australia and New Zealand, United Kingdom 
together with the ABMRF in North America to discuss the latest advan-
ces in research in the field of alcohol. They provide a unique forum for
discussion of the medical and social aspects of alcohol consumption
by leading researchers from all over the world. 

International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP) 
�“The Dublin Principles”, (1998) prepared in co-operation with the

National College of Ireland. A report of a consensus position regarding
the ethical principals for co-operation between the alcoholic drinks
industry and the scientific and public health communities. 11 13
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�“The Geneva Partnership: Towards a Global Charter”, (2000). This 
consensus document sets out general principles regarding the role of
alcohol in society. It addresses individual and social responsibilities
with respect to alcohol and its consumption. It acknowledges that
beverage alcohol can confer pleasure and some benefits, but expres-
ses concern over the severe negative consequences that alcohol 
consumption can have for individuals, communities and societies as a
whole. The Geneva Charter has been developed through a process of
consultation with specialists from the alcohol industry, the field of
public health and others involved in policy making. It sets forth an
ambitious agenda for partnerships.

�“CSAP/ICAP Joint Working Group on Terminology”, (1998). In 1995,
ICAP and the U.S. Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP)
jointly identified the need to exchange views on improving dialogue
between the beverage alcohol industry and the public health com-
munity. It was agreed that a working group would be established which
would allow such an exchange, focusing particularly on the language
which is used in the policy debate surrounding alcohol both in the
United States and internationally. The working papers of the group
have been published.

ICAP Reports Series
�ICAP Reports 4: “Drinking Age Limits”, (1998 / Revised 2002). This

report, updated in 2002 to reflect current information, represents an
informal survey of more than 50 countries and the minimum age limits
that exist in them for purchase and/or consumption of beverage 
alcohol.  Through case studies, it explores the considerations a 
jurisdiction may take into account when choosing to establish or alter
such limits.

�ICAP Reports 5: “What is a "Standard Drink"?, (1998). This report dis-
cusses international use of the concept of a “standard drink” or 
“standard unit” in terms of its application to beverage alcohol con-
tainers and servings, its use as a benchmark in consumption patterns
research, and its role in health recommendations by governments to
their citizens.  The report shows that there are often multiple 
definitions of a “standard drink” and that it is wise to be familiar with
the one being used in any specific scenario. 

�ICAP Reports 6: “Government Policies on Alcohol and Pregnancy”,
(1999). This report is a survey of recommendations by specific govern-
ment on alcohol consumption during pregnancy.  While most govern-
ments recommend that pregnant women should not drink at all, some
point out that the threshold at which damage to a developing fetus may
occur is unknown, while others have no official policy directive on the
issue.

�ICAP Reports 7: “Estimating Costs Associated With Alcohol Abuse:
Towards A Patterns Approach”, (1999). This issue of the ICAP Reports
series explores how estimates of the social costs of alcohol consump-
tion have been developed, some of the methodological and conceptual
challenges they face, and the implications their use holds for policy
development.

�ICAP Reports 8: “Who are the Abstainers?”, (2000). This report 
presents a cross-cultural overview of abstainers, their abstention pat-
terns, and some of their reasons for abstaining from alcohol, based on
such factors as personal taste, religious faith and health. 

�ICAP Reports 9: Self-Regulation of Beverage Alcohol Advertising,
(2001). This report focuses on self-regulatory systems in the global
alcohol beverage industry, including a survey of the legislative and 
self-regulatory mechanisms in place in many countries around the
world.  It is aimed at policy makers, governments, the public health
community, the alcohol industry and the lay public.14

14
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�ICAP Reports 10: “Alcohol and "Special Populations": Biological
Vulnerability”, (2001). This report addresses the biological factors that
make certain individuals particularly susceptible to the effects of 
alcohol, including genetic predisposition, age, general health and other
factors.  The implications of such vulnerability for policy recommen-
dations and prevention are also discussed.

�ICAP Reports 11: “Blood Alcohol Concentration Limits Worldwide”,
(2002). This report offers a sample of blood alcohol (BAC) limits from
countries around the world and considers factors related to BAC such
as the origin of the law and the enforcement and penalties associated
with it.  It explores the use of BAC as an objective means of measuring
a motor vehicle operator’s level of impairment. (Illustrated on page 31)

�ICAP Reports 12: “Violence and Licensed Premises”, (2002). This
report presents an overview of some common strategies that are used
to reduce violence in and around licensed premises. It reviews the 
elements conducive to safe environments, such as awareness of
accepted serving practices, attention to the physical design of an 
establishment, and the proper training of servers and door staff. It also
illustrates the importance of broad-based community partnerships.

�ICAP Reports 13: “Alcohol and the Workplace”, (2003). This report
examines the evolution of alcohol consumption patterns and policies in
and around the workplace.  Three industries are selected for more 
in-depth case studies, focusing on the particular considerations each
faces with respect alcohol consumption and abuse by their employees.

ICAP Series on Alcohol In Society
�“Drinking Patterns and Their Consequences”, (1998). This book,

published in 1998 and edited by Marcus Grant and Jorge Litvak, 
proposes a shift away from the paradigm of per capita consumption
(which has long dominated alcohol policy), towards a paradigm that
emphasizes patterns of drinking as the basis for more effective 
prevention strategies and policies. The contributing authors, as well as
the members of the independent panel of reviewers, include interna-
tionally renowned specialists in science and public health, as well as
contributions from the beverage alcohol industry. 

�“Alcohol and Emerging Markets: Patterns, Problems, and Responses”,
(1998). Edited by Marcus Grant, this is the second volume in the ICAP
series on alcohol in society. It assesses drinking practices and alcohol
abuse in areas of the world undergoing major socio-economic 
changes. Based on the premise that companies involved in the 
production and marketing of beverage alcohol are likely to become
increasingly active in emerging markets, it explores how a balance may
be achieved between public health and commerce. 
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�“Alcohol and Pleasure: A Health Perspective”, (1999). Edited by
Stanton Peele and Marcus Grant, is the third volume in the ICAP Series
on Alcohol in Society. It explores the role of pleasure in alcohol 
consumption and its consequences for the health of individuals as well
as for society as a whole. 

�“Drinking Occasions”, (2000). The book, written by anthropologist
Professor Dwight Heath, is the outgrowth of the author's nearly 40
years of research on drinking practices and about a dozen years of
concern about national and international policies as they relate to this
important part of human culture. It serves as an account of the 
diversity of normal drinking behavior and largely beneficial drinking
patterns, demonstrating how drinking behavior is integrated with a
wide range of other human activities instead of existing as an isolated
phenomenon.

�“Learning About Drinking”, (2001). Edited by Eleni Houghton and Ann
Roche, this book represents a study of the many societal influences on
today's youth and the varied ways in which they experience and are
introduced into the drinking culture worldwide. Religious, educational,
social and parental roles are discussed among others, along with 
suggestions for more effective guidance. 
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As described on page 5, Social Aspects Organisations, (SAOs), are
industry funded organisations which promote the responsible consump-
tion of alcoholic beverages through education and communication 
programmes, as well as funding of specific measures, such as those
against drinking and driving. In the most part they are funded by the
companies who produce alcoholic drinks and they deserve to be listed
as initiatives in their own right. The ones listed in this section all number
brewing companies among their members.

Also included in this section are other organisations funded by the 
producers of alcoholic drinks including brewers. Their aims and objec-
tives include databases and research funding.

Belgium

Arnoldus Group
The Arnoldus Group is the Belgian Social Aspects Organisation. It was
founded as an initiative of the Belgian Brewers in 1992. Apart from
Belgian breweries, the Arnoldus Group's members comprise hotel,
restaurant cafes  associations, beerwholesalers and distributions as-
sociations. More information is available on www.arnoldus.be.
Its principal objectives are: 
• to promote a moderate beer consumption; 
• to contribute to the prevention of alcohol abuse; 
• to spread information on moderate beer consumption; 
• to favour the discussions and the collaboration with all the instances

involved as well on a regional as an international level; 
• to do research that might contribute to an adequate information of

consumers;
• to elaborate a code on the marketing techniques in general, that is 

binding for all members of the Group.

Denmark

GODA
GODA is the Danish Social aspects Organisation and was founded in
1993 by 
� The Danish Brewers Association
� Danish Distillers Association
� The Wine and Spirits Organization: V.S.O.D
GODA’s objectives are to:
• Promote a sensible attitude towards alcohol
• Discourage alcohol abuse and alcohol related injuries
• Promote a better understanding of alcohol consumption

Finland

Nuorten Akatemia (Youth Academy)
Youth Academy is a service organisation for all organisations that work
with young people. It was established by all the major youth and sport
organisations in Finland. Youth Academy’s services are open to all young
people, one doesn’t have to be a member of any organisation.
The organisations founded Youth Academy in 1994 to support their own
youth activities. With the help of the Academy the organisations wish to 
• increase the appreciation of voluntary activities, 
• offer the chance to take part in self-determined voluntary activities and

projects to more and more young people 
• to increase co-operation between the different organisations that work

with young people

Social Aspects Organisations and other organisations 
funded by the industry
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France
Entreprise & Prévention

Entreprise & Prévention is the French Social Aspects Organisation which
was founded in 1990. Its principal objectives are:
• To contribute to address alcohol excessive consumption and its social

consequences
• To promote self-regulation while applying the existing legislations 

responsibly
• To ensure dialogue with public authorities and partners
• To address prevention-related matters with public authorities
Its Corporate Members include:
� Bacardi-Martini,
� Ballantine’s (Allied Domecq)
� Cellier des Dauphins
� Brasseries de Bourbon
� Brasseries Heineken
� Brasseries Kronenbourg
� CMM UDV (Diageo sur l’Ile de la Réunion)
� Groupe Marne & Champagne
� Interbrew France
� Société Michel Picard
� Moët Hennessy
� UDV France (Diageo)
� Société des Produits Marnier Lapostolle
� Pernod Ricard
� Rémy Cointreau
� Rhums Réunion
� Vranken Monopole
� William Grant & Son.

IREB - Institut de Recherches Scientifiques 
sur les Boissons

IREB is a French Non-Governmental Organisation created in 1971 by
responsible producers of alcoholic beverages concerned by the misuse
of their products.
Their aim is to improve the knowledge of the causes of excessive 
consumption to help in prevention.
An independent committee of scientists allocate grants to researchers
working in the field of alcoholic research. Annual conferences are held
to discuss the progress of the research - the only conference of this kind
in France that gets together so many different fields of research for one
subject.  IREB also conducts its own surveys particularly on alcohol 
consumption and has published several reports.
Its member companies who participate financially and decide, through
the board of members, the policy of IREB include: 
� Brasseries Heineken S.A. 
� Brasseries Kronenbourg 
� Crus et Domaines de France 
� Cusenier
� Diageo
� Hennessy
� Interbrew France 
� Moët & Chandon 
� Nicolas - Groupe Castel 
� Pernod
� Rémy Cointreau 
� Ricard
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Germany

DIFA FORUM E.V.
DIFA FORUM is the German Social Aspects Organisation and was 
founded in 1992.  Its objectives are:
• to execute a joint communication and information function to deal with

the social aspects of alcohol use
• to be proactive in the public debate on alcohol misuse with the overall

intention of cooperating with similar institutions in Germany and
Europe

to develop information and education campaigns
The membership of DIFA FORUM is as follows:
Company members:
� Bacardi
� Berentzen Brennereien
� Eckes Spirituosen und Wein 
� Heineken Deutschland 
� Karlsberg Brauerei 
� A. Racke 
Federations:
� Deutsche Barkeeper Union 
� Bundesverband der Deutschen Spirituosen-Industrie und -Importeure 
� Bundesverband mittelständischer Privatbrauereien 
� Bundesvereinigung Wein und Spirituosen
� Deutscher Brauer-Bund
� Deutsches Weininstitut
� Food & Beverage Management Association
� Verband Deutscher Sektkellereien
Other members:
� Deutscher Fachverlag 
� Verlag Meininger
� c.t.b. Werbeagentur
+ 13 individual members

Ireland

Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Limited
(MEAS)

MEAS, the Irish Social Aspects Organisation was incorporated in August,
2002 and became operational in January, 2003. In order to reduce 
alcohol abuse and related harm the organisation promotes:
• social responsibility among producers, marketers, distributors and

retailers of alcohol in Ireland and
• mature enjoyment of alcohol amongst consumers in partnership with

Government and other appropriate bodies.
MEAS is committed to the promotion of the highest ethical standards
within the Drinks Industry, and does not condone any misuse or abuse
of alcohol. Its origins lie in the umbrella organisation, the Drinks Industry
Group of Ireland (DIGI), established in 1981. DIGI had both an economic
and social aspects remit. MEAS was established in order to better 
support the development and implementation of social responsibility 
initiatives. DIGI continues to operate, concerning itself exclusively with
the industry's economic issues. MEAS has no economic purpose and is
operationally independent from drinks industry companies. 
Its founder members include:
� Guinness UDV Ireland
� Irish Distillers Group
� C&C Wholesale
� Heineken Ireland
� Beamish & Crawford
� Tennants Ireland
� Licenced Vintners Association
� Vintners Association of Ireland

The ‘Alcohol - A Guide for Parents’
booklet being endorsed by Ireland’s
Minister for Education Noel
Dempsey, T.D. The Minister is pic-
tured with MEAS CEO, Fionnuala
Sheehan.
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Italy

Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e l’Alcool
The Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e l'Alcool (The Permanent
Observatory on Youth and Alcohol) was founded in 1991 for the purpose
of scientifically studying alcohol consumption and its related problems
amongst Italy's youths. Since its inception, The Observatory's mission
has been to promote its research in a manner which will help it achieve
a global awareness and cooperation in combating alcohol related 
problems amongst young people. 

Starting from a psycho-sociological standpoint, The Observatory wanted
to integrate its research with a widened focus on the "health" related
dimensions of alcohol consumption and abuse. In doing so, it attempted
to take into consideration the psycho- sociological and anthropological
aspects of individual and collective behaviors, as well as the economic
and political aspects.

The Observatory's firm commitment to "Social Alcohology" and to 
research on alcohol-related problems has helped to place it amongst the
leading organizations in Europe who are socially sensitive to alcoholism
and its effects. Together, The Observatory and its European counterparts
continue to develop indispensable strategies for identifying effective and
culturally adequate means of alcohol abuse prevention.

Malta

The Sense Group (TSG)
The Sense Group is the Maltese SAO and was founded in 1997. Its
members include the major producers and importers of alcoholic
Beverages in Malta, and aims to promote moderate, sensible and 
responsible drinking.
TSG is autonomous from its members. The organisation hopes to 
cultivate a better understanding of alcohol related issues in Malta, also
by conducting awareness campaigns.
Other functions of the group include assisting local authorities to prevent
alcohol abuse, encouraging ethical responsibility in serving alcoholic
beverages, establishing and maintaining contacts with international 
institutions, and informing the general public about developments regar-
ding alcohol consumption.

New Zealand

Beer Wines & Spirits Council 
(New Zealand) (BWSCNZ)

The Beer, Wine and Spirits Council has been active for more than a
decade, becoming the mouthpiece for the industry in all matters relating
to alcoholic beverages as they relate to society and the legislative and
economic environment. 
The Council has a range of partnerships with related organisations and
interest groups. 
In their role as convenor of the Quay Group - comprising representatives
of interested parties within the alcoholic beverage industry - they 
promote the moderate consumption of alcohol, responsibility and 
consideration in all aspects of society.
The Council is proactive in addressing areas of concern and actively 
supports education programmes and youth initiatives. This often means
correcting misconceptions and myths about the industry and about the
links between alcohol, health and the welfare of society. 
They also track the trends and conduct research about the industry and
the communities it operates in, including commissioning independent
medical opinion on the key health issues (Medical Advisory Committee).
The Council has become the established touchstone with the news
media sourcing reliable information and research about the drinks 
sector and commentary on the trends. The Council also runs initiatives
to raise the profile of beer, including BrewNZ – a celebration of Beer.
It is the intention of the Council to bring balance and reason to 
discussion of one of New Zealand's foundation industries and all fields
that feel its influence.
Membership:
� Lion Breweries Limited
� DB Breweries Limited

New Zealand Beer Cup
prize winners 2003
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South Africa

ARA – Association for Responsible Alcohol Use
The ARA is the South African Social Aspects Organisation. It was 
founded in 1989. Its origins lie in the Social Aspects of Alcohol
Committee which was set up in 1986 to monitor alcohol issues. The
association's name was changed in 1996 to The Industry Association for
Responsible Alcohol Use (ARA) 
All of the activities of ARA are based on principles and data developed
and obtained through sound scientific research. The ARA members 
pursue a balanced growth strategy based on responsible marketing and
distribution practices and make a clear distinction between the respon-
sible use of alcohol and the misuse or abuse of alcohol. ARA is particu-
larly concerned that legislative measures, policies and programmes
which aim at alcohol related problems should focus on the abusing
minority and not encroach on the rights of the responsible majority. Most
of ARA's activities are captured under one of the following headings: Self
regulation, Research, Primary prevention through education and
Participation in public policy development.
The following companies are members of ARA: 
� Distell
� SABMIller plc, 
� KWV, 
� Douglas Green Bellingham, 
� Guinness UDV
� Jonkheer Boerewynmakery, 
� Mooiuitsig Wynkelders, 
� E Snell & Co.

South Korea

Korea Alcohol & Liquor Industry Association (KALIA)
KALIA was established as a partnership between drink manufacturers in
South Korea with the aim of protecting consumers by fostering and 
promoting a responsible drinking culture. In association with Interbrew
Korea.

Taiwan

Taiwan Beverage Alcohol Forum (TBAF)
TBAF was founded in May 2000 to promote the proper use of beverage
alcohol in Taiwan with financial assistance  from major alcohol com-
panies from Europe and the States. Their aim is to promote responsible
drinking decision making in the consumption or non-consumption of
beverage alcohol; coordinate efforts to promote a responsible drinking
culture and engage in alcohol policy debate in a way which satisfactorily
addresses social concerns. 
The following companies are members of TBAF
� Diageo,
� Heineken,
� Pernod Ricard, 
� Allied Domecq, 
� Moet-Hennessy,
� Saatchi & Saatchi. 

The Netherlands

STIVA
STIVA is the Dutch Social Aspects Organisation and was founded in
1982. The objective of the Dutch Foundation for the Responsible Use of
Alcohol is to reduce alcohol misuse and to encourage the responsible
consumption of alcoholic beverages through:
• information, including awareness campaigns in a variety of fields such

as youth, transports, the workplace and sports;
• research;
• self-regulation.
Its members include:
� Commissie Gedistilleerd van het Productschap Dranken
� Productschap Wijn
� Centraal Brouwerij Kantoor

SAR – Foundation for Alcohol Research
The foundation consists of The Dutch Brewers Association (Centraal
Brouwerij Kantoor (CBK)), and the spirits and wine organisations.
Founded in 1979, its objective is to contribute to a balanced, scientific
view on the consumption of alcohol in society, and the (beneficial) effects
of the moderate consumption of alcohol.
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United Kingdom

The British Institute of Innkeeping (BII)
The BII is a professional membership organisation within the licensed
retail sector with over 15,500 licensee members and a large number of
corporate members, mainly brewers and pub operators. It also has an
associated qualification awarding body for the sector, BIIAB, which
awards a full range of qualifications related to licensed retailing. 

The Portman Group (TPG)
The Portman Group is the UK Social Aspects Organisation, a 
pan-industry organisation whose purpose is to help prevent misuse of
alcohol and to promote sensible drinking.
An independent company, limited by guarantee, The Portman Group
was set up in 1989 by the UK's leading drinks manufacturers, which
together supply the majority of the alcohol sold in the UK.
They are funded by the following companies, which recognise the 
importance to their own commercial freedom of tackling the social 
problems associated with alcohol misuse:
Full Members include:-
� Bacardi-Martini Ltd
� Pernod Ricard UK
� Diageo plc
� HP Bulmer Ltd
� Interbrew UK Ltd
� Scottish and Newcastle plc
� Coors Brewers Ltd
Associate Members
� Mitchells & Butlers
� Pubmaster Ltd
� Enterprise Inns plc

The Portman Group (TPG)
The Portman Group Trust is a registered charity, founded in 2002.  The
Trust’s work complements that of its sister organisation, The Portman
Group, which works to help reduce alcohol misuse and promote sensi-
ble drinking. The Portman Group Trust’s charitable purpose is “the 
preservation, protection and promotion of public health through the 
provision of education and research on alcohol-related matters.” All 
projects funded by The Portman Group Trust must fulfil this basic 
purpose. The Portman Group Trust can promote or carry out research;
provide advice; publish or distribute information; co-operate with other
bodies; support other charities; raise funds (though not by taxable 
trading) and make grants.

Europe

The Amsterdam Group (TAG)
Formed in December 1990 and now based in Brussels, the Amsterdam
Group (TAG) is an alliance of Europe’s leading producers of beers, wines
and spirits who work together as well as with governments and other
interested groups to address social problems related to the excessive or
inappropriate consumption of alcoholic beverages.
TAG’s objectives are to:
• encourage responsible consumption and contribute to combating

abuse;
• promote understanding and track research on biomedical and social

issues;
• safeguard responsible commercial communications through effective

self-regulation.
TAG has formed Task Forces which specialise in key issues relating to
alcohol consumption, including common standards for commercial
communications and industry self regulation, alcohol and young people,
alcohol and health issues, drink/driving prevention.
The Amsterdam Group works on these and other issues in cooperation
with the European and national alcohol industry associations, with 
social aspects organisations as well as other organisations concerned
with the promotion of responsible consumption.
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Members include:
� Allied Domecq
� Bacardi-Martini
� Diageo
� Group Pernod Ricard
� Heineken
� Interbrew
� Moet Hennessy
� Remy Cointreau
� Scottish & Newcastle
� Deutscher Brauer-Bund (Affiliated Member)

International

The International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)
The International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP) was founded in
1995. Over the years, it has established a reputation for innovation and
objectivity. It has succeeded in developing effective partnerships invol-
ving governments, non-governmental organizations, the beverage 
alcohol industry and the scientific and public health communities.
The mission of the International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP) is to
help reduce the abuse of alcohol worldwide and promote understanding
of the role of alcohol in society and to encourage dialogue and pursue
partnerships involving the beverage alcohol industry, the public health
community and others interested in alcohol policy.
The International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP) is a not-for-profit
organization funded by 10 of the leading producers of beverage alcohol.
ICAP is dedicated to helping reduce the abuse of alcohol worldwide and
to promoting understanding of the role of alcohol in society through 
dialogue and partnerships involving the beverage alcohol industry, the
public health community and others with an interest in alcohol policy.
� Allied Domecq plc 
� Asahi Breweries, Ltd. 
� Bacardi-Martini
� Brown-Forman Corporation 

� Coors Brewing Company 
� Diageo PLC 
� Foster's Group Limited 
� Heineken N.V. 
� Molson
� SABMiller plc

Centre for Information on Beverage Alcohol (CBA)
The Centre for Information on Beverage Alcohol (CBA) was established,
in 1987, to provide an impartial information service to its members
within the international beverage alcohol industry.
The remit of CBA is to collect and disseminate published information on
a wide range of alcohol issues, but especially those of health, social and
legislative concern.  Through the internet, CBA provides 24-hour access
to extensive databases of research abstracts, news summaries and other
information relating to beverage alcohol. CBA’s website, which is avai-
lable to members by secure password access, also features links to other
websites of interest and an electronic document ordering facility.
CBA’s virtual library consolidates a multitude of resources pertinent to
beverage alcohol.  Members can choose to receive regular reviews and
alerts, in print or by e-mail, to stay informed of the latest news and 
issues.  CBA also produces regular reports on social aspects initiatives of
trade associations, social aspects groups and drinks companies 
(attached, see Annex D – 20B), and provides a flexible enquiry service,
utilising extensive library and research archives and offering a gateway
to other databases and information resources.
The membership of CBA includes eleven multinational alcoholic beve-
rage companies and sixteen affiliated national or regional organisations.
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Many of the initiatives listed in this document use Websites to commu-
nicate information. Some of them are initiatives in their own right while
others add a dimension to a larger campaign. They are listed here for
ease of reference but fuller details appear in the relevant section.

A
www.alcoholstats.com • Website containing variety of independent rese-
arch and statistics on alcohol-related topics, including drunk driving,
underage drinking, alcohol advertising, etc. (USA)
www.alcol.net • Website of the Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e
l’Alcool giving details of all their research and publications and update
data on alcohol consumption. (Italy)
www.amsterdamgroup.org • Social Aspects Organisation website giving
details of all the Amsterdam Group initiatives and publications.
www.apcv.pt • Trade Association website giving details of the Portuguese
Brewers Association as well as all the initiatives taken by The Brewers of
Europe and their affiliated members. (Portugal)
www.ara.co.za • Social Aspects Organisation website giving details of all
the Association for Responsible Alcohol Use initiatives. (South Africa)
www.arnoldus.be • Website of the Belgian Social Aspects Organisation
giving details of all their initiatives. (Belgium)
www.arton.nu • Website to publicise a project dealing with the lifestyle
and general well being of 18 year olds in Sweden. 
www.asahibeer.co.jp/english/ • Company website with links to corporate
philosophy. (Japan)
www.assobirra.it • Trade Association website giving details of all the
Italian Brewers Association initiatives. (Italy)

B
www.beerandhealth.com • Belgian Beer & Health website. Information
on the health benefits of moderate consumption.
www.beerandpub.com • Trade Association website giving details of all the
British Beer & Pub Association initiatives. (United Kingdom)
www.beeresponsible.com • Part of a campaign to encourage consumers
to drink responsibly. (USA)
www.beerinstitute.org • Trade Association website giving details of all the
Beer Institute initiatives. (USA)
www.beerwsc.co.nz • Trade Association website giving details of all the
Beer Wine & Spirits Council of New Zealand initiatives. (New Zealand)
www.beke.nl/wayout • Part of an information campaign targeted at high
school students about going out safely and drinking responsibly. (The
Netherlands).
www.bierserver.at • Trade Association website giving details of all the
Austrian Brewers Association initiatives. (Austria)
www.bob.be • Belgian website for the “BOB”-designated driver cam-
paign of the Belgian Institute for Road Security and the Arnoldus Group
(Belgian Brewers). 
www.brasseurs-de-france.com • Trade Association website giving details
of all the French Brewers Association initiatives. (France)
www.brauer-bund.de • Trade Association website giving details of all the
German Brewing Association initiatives. (Germany)
www.brewers.ca • Website for the Canadian brewing industry giving
details of all their initiatives and emphasising responsible drinking.
www.brewersofeurope.org • Website for the Brewers of Europe giving
details of all their initiatives.
www.brom.no • Trade Association website giving details of all the
Norwegian Brewers Association initiatives. (Norway)
www.bryggeriforeningen.dk • Danish Brewers Trade Association website
which includes messages of moderation and responsibility, and the 
marketing code. (Denmark)
www.beerparadise.be • Website giving details of all the initiatives of the
Belgian Brewers Association and their Social Aspects Organisation.

Website directory
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C
www.carlsberg.com • Company website containing a specific section on
alcohol policy.
www.cbk.nl • Trade Association website giving details of all the initiatives
of the Dutch Brewers Association. (The Netherlands)
www.cerveceros.org • Trade Association website giving details of all the
initiatives of the Spanish Brewers Association. (Spain)
www.cisb-infos.net • provides scientific data for scientists and doctors on
the health effects of moderate consumption of beer. (France)
www.coorsbrewers.com • Company website which includes information
on responsible drinking.
www.coors.com/responsibility • Part of the Coors Brewing Company’s
website devoted to all their responsibility initiatives. 
www.collegetalkonline.com • Part of a campaign called “Family Talk
About Drinking” which encourages parents to communicate openly and
honestly with their children as they prepare for the independence of 
college life. (USA)
www.cspas.cz • Website for the Czech Beer and Malt Association which
provides information for members, the media and the public. (Czech
Republik)

D
www.designateddriver.com • Website to publicise the designated
Anheuser Busch’s driver campaign. (USA)
www.diageo.com • Company website giving access to all Diageo’s initia-
tives and policy documents.
www.difa-forum.de • Social Aspects Organisation website with details of
all the initiatives of the DIFA Forum. (Germany)
www.dont-drink-and-drive.de • A website aimed at young people to 
complement the “Don’t drink and drive” campaign. (Germany)

F
www.familytalkonline.com • Part of a campaign to encourage open and
honest communication between parents and children and helps to 
prevent underage drinking. (USA)

G
www.genietmaardrinkmetmate.nl • A website with questions and answers
on misuse and responsible use of alcoholic beverages. (The
Netherlands)
www.genot.nu • A website which aims to encourage the responsible con-
sumption of enjoyable products and let youth find out in a playful way.
(The Netherlands)
www.goda.dk • GODA’s website which includes facts about alcohol and
information on sensible alcohol consumption. (Demmark)

H
www.heinekeninternational.com • This company website contains a 
specific section entitled “Social  Responsibility” including alcohol con-
sumption.

I
www.ibesa.pt • Beer & Health website (Portuguese language).
Information on the health benefits of moderate beer consumption.
www.icap.org • Website with details of The International Center for
Alcohol Policies Initiatives and Publications.
www.ireb.com • Research organisation website giving details of their
research. (France)

L
www.leeftijdsgrens.nl • Part of a campaign giving information on 
purchase age limits. (The Netherlands)

M
www.meas.ie • Social Aspects Organisation website with details of all
MEAS  initiatives. (Ireland)
www.millerbrewing.com/liveresponsibly • provides detailed information
on all of Miller Brewing Company’s responsibility programs, as well as
tools and resources which can be ordered or downloaded directly from
the website.
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N
www.night-rider.org • “Night Rider” is an Internet game promoting the
idea of the designated driver. (Germany)
www.nuortenakatemia.fi • Youth Academy website. (Finland)

P
www.panimoliitto.fi • Trade Association website giving details of all the
Finnish Federation of the Brewing Industry initiatives. (Finland)
www.portmangroup.org.uk • Portman Group website which includes
information on sensible drinking and an interactive “unit calculator” for
users to assess whether they drink sensibly. (United Kingdom)
www.portmangrouptrust.org.uk • charitable arm of The Portman Group.
The Portman Group Trust's purpose is the preservation, protection and
promotion of public health through the provision of education and rese-
arch on alcohol related matters. (United Kingdom)

S
www.schoolnet.ca/alcohol • An internet-based alcohol education 
programme aimed at 13 – 14 year old students. (Canada)
www.scottish-newcastle.com • Company website with details of 
corporate responsibility.
www.sindicerv.com.br • Trade association for the Brazilian brewing
industry which gives information about their campaigns on responsible
consumption and drinking and driving. (Brazil)
www.smartserve.ca • Website dedicated to developing and delivering
responsible server training to all individuals who serve alcoholic bever-
ages in the province of Ontario. (Canada)
www.soifdevivre.com • Social Aspects Organisation website aimed at
young people to provide information about alcohol misuse and preven-
tion programmes organised by Entreprise & Prévention. (France)
www.stiva.nl • Social Aspects Organisation website which includes 
information (also in English) on sensible drinking, activities, the 
self-regulatory Advertising Code, projects, factsheets and rules for 
promotions in the on-trade. (The Netherlands)
www.stoddermedstil.dk • Website to publicise a designated driver 
campaign. (Denmark)
www.sverigesbryggerier.se • Trade Association website which includes
details of the Swedish Brewers self-regulation system. (Sweden)

T
www.tbaf.org.tw • Social Aspects Organisation website which provides
campaign news and details of all the initiatives of the Taiwan Beverage
Alcohol Forum. (Taiwan)
www.themenservice-alkohol.de • provides a database of articles about
research on alcohol as well as press releases. (Germany)

V
www.voeding.tno.nl/adc-database • Database of scientific information on
the health effects of moderate alcohol consumption. (The Netherlands)
www.voeding.tno.nl/alcohol-research • Abstract journal provides
abstracts for the most recent scientific publications on alcohol. (The
Netherlands)
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AUSTRALIA
Australian Associated Brewers Inc
Level 1, 39 Murray Crescent
Manuka
ACT 2603
Tel. : 61-2 6295 7199
Fax : 61-2 6295 7633
ausbrew@aab.org.au

AUSTRIA
Verband der Brauereien Österreichs
Zaunergasse 1-3
A - 1030 Wien
Tel. : 43-1 713 15 05
Fax : 43-1 713 39 46
getraenke@dielebensmittel.at
www.bierserver.at

BELGIUM
Belgian Brewers
Maison des Brasseurs
Grand’Place 10
B - 1000 Bruxelles
Tel. : 32-2 511 49 87
Fax : 32-2 511 32 59
belgian.brewers@beerparadise.be
www.beerparadise.be

BRAZIL
Sindicato de Cervezas
Rua Tabapuã cj 61
Itaim
São Paulo
SP CEP 04533-000
Tel. : 55-11 3071 3478
Fax : 55-11 3168 5830
sindicer@sindicerv.com.br
www.sindicerv.com.br/

CANADA
Brewers of Canada
650 - 100 Queen Street
Ottawa, K1P IJ9
Tel. : 1-613 232 9601
Fax : 1-613 232 2283
office@brewers.ca
www.brewers.ca

CZECH REPUBLIC
Cesky Svaz Pivovaru A Sladoven
Lipova 15
CZ - 120 00 Praha 2
Tel. : 420 - 224 91 06 41
Fax : 420 - 224 91 45 42
csps@volny.cz
www.cspas.cz

DENMARK
Bryggeriforeningen
Frederiksberggade 11
DK - 1459 Copenhagen K
Tel. : 45-33 12 62 41
Fax : 45-33 14 25 13
info@bryggeriforeningen.dk
www.bryggeriforeningen.dk

FINLAND
Panimoliitto
(Finnish Federation of the Brewing Industry)
Pasilankatu 2 - P.O. Box 115 
FIN - 00241 Helsinki
Tel. : 358-9 148 871 
Fax : 358-9 1488 7201
info@panimoliitto.fi
www.panimoliitto.fi

FRANCE
Brasseurs de France
Bd Malesherbes 25
F - 75008 Paris
Tel. : 33-1 42 66 29 27
Fax : 33-1 42 66 52 79
contact@brasseurs-de-france.com
www.brasseurs-de-france.com

GERMANY
Deutscher Brauer-Bund e.V.
Annaberger Strasse 28
D - 53175 Bonn
Tel. : 49-228 95 906 0
Fax : 49-228 95 906 16
info@brauer-bund.de
www.brauer-bund.de

GREECE
Greek Brewers' Association
102 Kifissou Ave
GR - 122 41 Egaleo
Tel. : 30-2 105 384 287
Fax : 30-2 105 384 437
amsteldd@otenet.gr

IRELAND
The Irish Brewers' Association
Confederation House
84/86 Lower Baggot Street
IRL - Dublin 2
Tel. : 353-1 660 10 11
Fax : 353-1 660 17 17
paddy.jordan@ibec.ie

ITALY
Associazione Degli Industriali 
Della Birra E Del Malto
Viale di Val Fiorita 90
I - 00144 Roma
Tel. : 39-06 54 39 32
Fax : 39-06 59 12 910
birra.viva@assobirra.it
www.assobirra.it

LUXEMBOURG
Fédération des Brasseurs Luxembourgeois
Bld Konrad Adenauer 31
L - Luxembourg - Kirchberg
B.P. 1304 L - 1013 Luxembourg
Tel. : 352-43 53 66 1
Fax : 352-43 23 28
fed.brasseurs@fedil.lu

NEW ZEALAND
The Beer Wine & Spirits Council 
Level 4, 70 The Terrace
Sun Microsystems House
P.O. Box 5384
Wellington
Tel. : 64-4 472 2959
Fax : 64-4 472 2366
bwsc@xtra.co.nz
www.beerwsc.co.nz

NORWAY
Bryggeri- og mineralvannforeningen
Essendropsgt. 6
P.O. Box 7087 Homansbyen
N - 0306 OSLO
Tel. : 47-23 08 86 90
Fax : 47-22 60 30 04
info@brom.no
www.brom.no

PORTUGAL
APCV - Portuguese Brewers Association
Edificio EE3
Pólo Tecnológico de Lisboa, Lote 3
1600 - 546 Lisboa 
Tel. : 351-21 710 1777
Fax : 351-21 710 1795
info@apcv.pt
www.apcv.pt

POLAND
Browary Polskie
Biuro Zarzadu Zwiazku
Al. Jana Pawla II 12 lok. 339
00-124 Warszawa
Tel. : 48-22 850 91 15
Fax : 48-22 850 91 14
biuro@browary-polskie.pl

ROMANIA
Romanian Brewers Association
27-29 George Enescu Street, 
Sector R - Bucharest 1
Tel. : 40-1 314 44 51 
Fax : 40-1 314 64 52
Apbr92@hotmail.com

SPAIN
Cerveceros de España
Almagro 24 - 2° Izda.
E - 28010 Madrid
Tel. : 34-91 308 67 70
Fax : 34-91 308 66 61
info@cerveceros.org
www.cerveceros.org

Brewers Trade Associations
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SWEDEN
Svenska Bryggareföreningen
Sveavägen 13
Box 16287
S - 103 24 Stockholm
Tel. : 46-8 762 78 80
Fax : 46-8 762 78 81
info@sverigesbryggerier.se
www.sverigesbryggerier.se

SWITZERLAND
Schweizerischer Bierbrauerverein
Engimattstrasse 11
Postfach 527
CH - 8027 Zürich
Tel. : 41-1 221 26 28
Fax : 41-1 211 62 06
info@bier.ch
www.bier.ch

THE NETHERLANDS
Centraal Brouwerij Kantoor
Herengracht 282
NL - 1016 BX Amsterdam
PB 3462 NL-1001 AG Amsterdam
Tel. : 31-20 625 22 51
Fax : 31-20 622 60 74
info@cbk.nl
www.cbk.nl

UNITED KINGDOM
British Beer & Pub Association
Market Towers
1 Nine Elms Lane
GB - London SW8 5NQ
Tel. : 44-207 627 91 20
Fax : 44-207 627 91 23
enquiries@beerandpub.com
www.beerandpub.com

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Beer Institute
122 C Street NW
Suite 750
Washington DC 20001
Tel. : 1-202-737-2337
Fax : 1-202-737-7004
Info@beerinstitute.org
www.beerinstitute.org

EUROPE
The Brewers of Europe
The Brewers of Europe House
23-25 Rue Caroly
B - 1050 Brussels
Belgium
Tel. : 32-2-672-2392
Fax : 32-2-660-9402
info@brewersofeurope.org
www.brewersofeurope.org

LATIN AMERICA
Cerveceros Latinoamericanos
Av. Ppal. Los Cortijos de Lourdes
Centro Empresarial Senderos, Pïso 7, Of. 705-A
Caracas 1071 - Venezuela
Tel. : 58-212 239 1845 / 239 2891 / 239 2719
Fax : 58-212 239 1427
info@cerveceroslatinoamericanos.com
www.cerveceroslatinoamericanos.com

BELGIUM
Groupe Arnoldus
Maison des Brasseurs
Grand'Place 10
B - 1000 Brussels
Tel. : 32-2  511 49 87
Fax : 32-2  511 32 59
belgian.brewers@beerparadise.be
www.beerparadise.be

DENMARK
GODA
Kattesundet 9
DK - 1458 Copenhagen K
Tel. : 45-33 13 93 83
Fax : 45-33 13 03 84
info@goda.dk
www.goda.dk
www.stoddermedstil.dk

FINLAND
Nuorten Akatemia (Youth Academy)
Olympiastadion
Eteläkaarre
Fin - 00250 Helsinki
Tel. : 358-9 34 87 06 00
Fax : 358-9 34 87 06 10
toimisto@nuortenakatemia.fi
www.nuortenakatemia.fi

FRANCE
Entreprise & Prévention
13, rue Monsigny
F - 75002 Paris
Tel. : 33-1 53 43 80 75
Fax : 33-1 53 43 80 20
www.soifdevivre.com

GERMANY
DIFA FORUM E.V.
Franklinstr. 1
D -10587 Berlin
Tel. : 49-30 3906 3361
Fax : 49-30 3906 3366
www.difa-forum.de

IRELAND
Mature Enjoyment of Alcohol in Society Ltd
(MEAS)
Merrion House
1-3 Fitzwilliam St Lwr
IRL - Dublin 2
Tel. : 353-1 611 4811
Fax : 353-1 611 4808
www.meas.ie

MALTA
The Sense Group (TSG)
J Gasan D Street
Pietà HMR 08
P.O. Box 412
Valleta CMR 01
Tel. : 356-21 432 387
Fax : 356-21 249 290
bonelloc@bpc.com.mt

SOUTH AFRICA
ARA – The Industry Association 
for Responsible Alcohol Use
P.O. Box 112
Bergvliet 7864
Tel. : 27-21 7125 120
Fax : 27-21 7127 157
cmakan@iafrica.com
www.ara.co.za

SOUTH KOREA 
Korea Alcohol & Liquor Industry Association
7th Floor Sewoo Building
10, Yido-dong
Yngdngp'o-gu
Seoul, 150-010
Tel. : 82-02-780-6663
Fax : 82-02-783-8787

TAIWAN
Taiwan Beverage Alcohol Forum (TBAF)
15 Floor, 
125 Keelung Road section 2
Taipei
Tel. : 886-2 2730 1765
Fax : 886-2 8732 4720
tbaf.org@msa.hinet.net
www.tbaf.org.tw
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THE NETHERLANDS
STIVA- secretariat
Benoordenhoutseweg 22-23
NL - 2596 BA Den Haag
Tel. : 31-70 314 24 80
Fax : 31-70 314 24 81
info@stiva.nl
www.stiva.nl

UNITED KINGDOM
The Portman Group
7-10 Chandos Street
Cavendish Square
GB - London W1G 9DQ
Tel. : 44-207 907 3700
Fax : 44-207 907 3710
www.portmangroup.org.uk
www.portmangrouptrust.org.uk

UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland Drinks Industry Group
77 Victoria Road
Holywood
Co Down, BT18 9BC
Tel. : 44-2089 042 2349

EUROPE
The Amsterdam Group (TAG)
Rue Wiertz, 50/28
B - 1050 Brussels
Belgium
Tel. : 32-2 401 61 35
Fax : 32-2 401 68 68
www.amsterdamgroup.org

INTERNATIONAL
The International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)
1519 New Hampshire Avenue NW
Washington
DC 20036
USA
Tel. : 1-202 986 1159
Fax : 1-202 986 2080
www.icap.org

FRANCE
IREB - Institut de Recherches Scientifiques 
sur les Boissons
19 avenue Trudaine
75009 Paris
Tel. : 33-1 48 74 82 19
Fax : 33-1 48 78 17 56
ireb@ireb.com

ITALY
Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e l’Alcool
Viale di Val Fiorita 90
00144 Roma - I
Tel. : 39-6 54 39 32 15
Fax : 39-6 59 12 910
osserva.giovani@alcol.net
www.alcol.net

THE NETHERLANDS
SAR – Foundation for Alcohol Research
TNO Nutrition & Food Research
Utrechtseweg 48
3700 AJ Zeist
Tel. : 31-30 69 44 294
Fax : 31-30 69 44 928
hendriks@voeding.tno.nl

INTERNATIONAL
Centre for Information on Beverage Alcohol
15 Cavendish Square
London
GB - W1G 9DB
United Kingdom
Tel. : 44-20 7323 2718
Fax : 44-20 7323 2719
neil.ward@cba-international.com

BELGIUM
Interbrew
Vaartstraat 94
B-3000 Leuven
Tel. : 32-16 24 71 11
www.interbrew.com

CANADA
Labatt Breweries
Labatt House, 
200-181 Bay Street
Toronto
Ontario
M5J 2T3
Tel. : 1-416 361 5050
www.labatt.com

CANADA
Molson Canada
33 Carlingview Drive
Etobicoke
Ontario
M9W 5E4
Tel. : 1-416 679 1786
www.molson.com

CHILE
Compañía Cervecerias Unidas S.A.
Bandera 84, 6th Floor
Santiago
Tel. : 56-2 427 3000 
www.ccu-sa.com

COSTA RICA
Florida Bebidas S.A.
Aptdo. Postal 10021-1000 
San José
Tel. : 506-221 3511
www.florida.co.cr  

CZECH REPUBLIC
Plensky Prazdroj, a.s. [SABMiller]
U Prazdroje 7 
CZ Pilsen 304 97
Tel. : 420-377 061 111
www.prazdroj.cz

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prazské Pivovary, a.s. [INTERBREW] 
Nádraz ní 84
CZ 150 54 Praha 5
Tel. : 420-257 191 929
www.prazskepivovary.cz

CZECH REPUBLIC
Budìjovicky Budvar, n.p.
Karoliny Sv tlé 4
CZ 370 21 C eské Bud jovice
Tel. : 420-387 705 111
www.budweiser.cz

CZECH REPUBLIC
STAROBRNO, a.s. [Heineken] 
Hlinky 160/12
CZ 661 47 Brno
Tel. : 420-543 516 111
www.starobrno.cz

CZECH REPUBLIC
Královsk  pivovar Kru ovice, a.s.
[Binding Brauerei A.G.] 
CZ 27053 Krusovice
Tel. : 420-313 569 201
www.pivo-krusovice.cz

DENMARK
Carlsberg Denmark
100 Vesterfælledvej
DK-1799 Copenhagen V
Tel. : 45-33 27 33 27
www.carlsberg.com

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Cervecería Nacional Dominicana
Carretera Sánchez
Santo Domingo
Tel. : 1809-595 5555

EL SALVADOR
Industrias La Constancia
89 Avenida Norte y Calle El Mirador
Edificio World Trade Center,  2do. Nivel
Colonia Escalón
San Salvador
Tel. : 503-277 0033 Ext. 410
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GERMANY
Bitburger Braueri
An der Römermauer 3
D - 54634 Bitburg
Tel. : 49-6561 14 0 
www.bitburger.de

JAPAN
Asahi Breweries Ltd
1-21 Midori 1-Chome
Moriya-shi
Ibaraki 302-0106
Tel. : 81-297 46 1513
www.asahibeer.co

MEXICO
Femsa Cerveza
Avenida Alfonso Reyes 2202 Norte
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon
64442 Mexico
Tel. : 52-8 328 54 30
www.interbrew.com

THE NETHERLANDS
Heineken NV
P.O. Box 28 
1000 AA Amsterdam
Tel. : 31-20 523 92 39
www.heineken.com

SOUTH AFRICA
SABMiller plc
P.O. Box 1099
Johannesburg 2000
Tel. : 27-11 407 1700
www.sabmiller.com

SOUTH KOREA
Oriental Breweries (Interbrew JV)
Hanwon Building
1449-12, Seocho-dong
Seocho-gu
Seoul, 137-866
Tel. : 82-2 2149 5000
www.interbrew.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Coors Brewers Ltd
137 High Street
Burton upon Trent
Staffordshire
GB - DE14 1SZ
Tel. : 44-1283 511000
www.coorsbrewers.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Diageo plc
8 Henrietta Place 
London
GB - W1G 0NB
Tel. : 44-20 7927 5200 
www.diageo.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Scottish and Newcastle
Fountain House 
160 Dundee Street
Edinburgh
GB - EH11 1DQ
Tel. : 44-131 656 5000
www.scottish-newcastle.com

USA
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
One Busch Place
St. Louis
MO 63118-1852
Tel. : 1-314 577 2000
www.beeresponsible.com

USA
Coors Brewing Company
P.O. Box 4030
Golden
CO 80401-0030
Tel. : 1-800 328 6785
www.coors.com/responsibility

USA
Heineken USA, Inc.
360 Hamilton Avenue
Suite 1103
White Plains
NY 10601-1103
Tel. : 1-914 681 4100
www.heinekenusa.com

USA
Miller Brewing Company
3939 W Highland Boulevard
P.O. Box 482
Milwaukee,
WI 53201-0482
Tel. : 1-414 931 2000
www.millerbrewing.com/liveresponsibly





Australian Associated Brewers Inc 
Level 1, 39 Murray Crescent
Manuka
ACT 2603
AUSTRALIA
Tel. : 61-2 6295 7199
Fax : 61-2 6295 7633
ausbrew@aab.org.au

Beer Institute
122 C Street NW
Suite 750
Washington DC 20001
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Tel. : 1-202-737-2337
Fax : 1-202-737-7004
Info@beerinstitute.org
www.beerinstitute.org

The Beer Wine & Spirits Council 
Level 4, 70 The Terrace
Sun Microsystems House
P.O. Box 5384
Wellington
NEW ZEALAND
Tel. : 64-4 472 2959
Fax : 64-4 472 2366
bwsc@xtra.co.nz
www.beerwsc.co.nz

Brewers of Canada
650 - 100 Queen Street
Ottawa
K1P IJ9
CANADA
Tel. : 1-613 232 9601
Fax : 1-613 232 2283
office@brewers.ca
www.brewers.ca

The Brewers of Europe
European Brewers’ House
23-25 Rue Caroly
B - 1050 Brussels
Belgium
EUROPE
Tel. : 32-2-672-2392
Fax : 32-2-660-9402
info@brewersofeurope.org
www.brewersofeurope.org

British Beer & Pub Association
Market Towers
1 Nine Elms Lane
GB - London SW8 5NQ
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel. : 44-207 627 91 20
Fax : 44-207 627 91 23
enquiries@beerandpub.com
www.beerandpub.com


